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The Regulations of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund were adopted by the United Nations General Assembly by resolution 248 (III), effective 23 January 1949, and have been amended by the Assembly a number of times since then, following recommendations by and consultation with the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board.
SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE FUND

The United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund is a fund established by the General Assembly of the United Nations to provide retirement, death, disability and related benefits for the staff of the United Nations and the other organizations admitted to membership in the Fund.

PART I. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

Article 1
DEFINITIONS

In these Regulations, and in the Administrative Rules, unless the context otherwise requires:

(a) "Actuarial equivalent" and "equivalent actuarial value" shall mean the equivalent determined according to the actuarial tables adopted by the Board under article 11.

(b) "Administrative Rules" shall mean the rules made by the Board under article 4.

(c) "Benefit" shall include a withdrawal settlement under article 31, and a residual settlement under article 38.

(d) "Board" shall mean the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board.

(e) "Child" shall mean a child existing on the date of separation or death in service of a participant and shall include the step-child or adopted child of a participant, and a child in utero upon its birth; in the event of uncertainty as to whether adoption has taken place, the matter shall be decided by the Board.

(f) "Commute" shall mean cause to be converted and paid in a lump sum part or the whole of a benefit otherwise payable at periodic intervals, according to the actuarial tables of the Fund.

(g) "Dollars" shall mean dollars of the United States of America.

(h) "Final average remuneration" shall mean the average annual pensionable remuneration of a participant during:

(i) The thirty-six completed calendar months of highest pensionable remuneration within the last five years of a participant's contributory service; or

(ii) If the contributory service was less than five years, the thirty-six completed calendar months of highest pensionable remuneration within the actual period of such service; or

(iii) If the contributory service contained less than thirty-six completed calendar months, the actual number of such months within the contributory service; or

(iv) If the contributory service contained no completed calendar month, the actual period of such service.
(i) "Fund" shall mean the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund.

(j) "General Assembly" shall mean the General Assembly of the United Nations.

(k) "In pay status" shall mean that a participant is entitled to remuneration from a member organization under the terms of his or her appointment.

(l) "Interest" shall mean interest compounded annually at the rates specified in article 11(e).

(m) "Member organization" shall mean the United Nations and any specialized agency or other organization admitted to membership in the Fund in accordance with article 3.

(n) "Normal retirement age" shall mean age 60, except that it shall mean age 62 for a participant whose participation commences or recommences on or after 1 January 1990.

(o) "Own contributions" shall mean the contributions, not exceeding the percentage of his or her pensionable remuneration specified in article 25(a), column B, made to the Fund by or on behalf of a participant in respect of contributory service under article 22, with interest, provided that, in respect of service in a member organization prior to its admission to membership in the Fund, which has been recognized as contributory, it shall mean:

(i) The amount transferred on account of the participant from the Provident Fund of such member organization at the time of its admission, without interest; or

(ii) The amount, not exceeding 12 per cent of his or her pensionable remuneration, received by the participant from the Provident Fund of such member organization on separation prior to its admission and repaid to that organization, upon re-employment, for the purpose of recognition of such service as contributory, without interest.

(p) "Participant" shall include a former participant.

(q) "Pensionable remuneration" shall mean the remuneration, at its equivalent in dollars, defined in article 54.

(r) "Restoration" shall mean the inclusion in contributory service of the prior contributory service of a former participant who again becomes a participant.

(s) "Secondary dependant" shall mean the mother or father, or an unmarried brother or sister under the age of twenty-one, who was dependent on the participant at the date of the participant’s death in service, or from the date of the participant’s separation from service to the date of the participant’s death if he or she died after separation. The Board shall prescribe in the Administrative Rules the meaning of "dependent" for the purpose of this definition.

(t) "Secretary-General" shall mean the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

(u) "Separation" shall mean ceasing to be in the service of a member organization otherwise than by death.
(v) "Service" shall mean employment as a full-time member of the staff of a member organization.

(w) "Validation" shall mean the inclusion in contributory service of a period of non-contributory service which occurred prior to the commencement of participation.

Article 2

INTERPRETATION

The Board shall, to the extent required to give effect thereto, interpret these Regulations and the Administrative Rules.

PART II. MEMBERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION

Article 3

MEMBERSHIP

(a) The member organizations of the Fund, on the date of entry into effect of these Regulations, are the United Nations and the following:

European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology
International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property
International Civil Aviation Organization
International Fund for Agricultural Development
International Labour Organization
International Maritime Organization
International Seabed Authority
International Telecommunication Union
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
World Health Organization
World Intellectual Property Organization
World Meteorological Organization
World Tourism Organization

(b) Membership in the Fund shall be open to the specialized agencies referred to in Article 57, paragraph 2, of the Charter of the United Nations and to any other international, intergovernmental organization which participates in the common system of salaries, allowances and other conditions of service of the United Nations and the specialized agencies.

(c) Admission to membership in the Fund shall be by decision of the General Assembly, upon the affirmative recommendation of the Board, after acceptance by the organization concerned of these Regulations and agreement reached with the Board as to the conditions which shall govern its admission.
Article 4

ADMINISTRATION OF THE FUND

(a) The Fund shall be administered by the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board, a staff pension committee for each member organization, and a secretariat to the Board and to each such committee.

(b) The administration of the Fund shall be in accordance with these Regulations and with Administrative Rules consistent therewith which shall be made by the Board and reported to the General Assembly and the member organizations.

(c) The Board may appoint a Standing Committee which shall have the power to act on behalf of the Board when it is not in session and may, subject to article 7, delegate its powers under these Regulations to the staff pension committees of the member organizations.

(d) The assets of the Fund shall be used solely for the purposes of, and in accordance with, these Regulations.

Article 5

UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION BOARD

(a) The United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board shall consist of:

(i) Twelve members appointed by the United Nations Staff Pension Committee, four of whom shall be from the members and alternate members elected by the General Assembly, four from those appointed by the Secretary-General, and four from those elected by the participants in service in the United Nations; and

(ii) Twenty-one members appointed by the staff pension committees of the other member organizations in accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Fund, seven of whom shall be from the members and alternate members chosen by the bodies of the member organizations corresponding to the General Assembly, seven from those appointed by the chief administrative officers of the member organizations and seven from those chosen by the participants in service.

(b) Alternate members may be appointed by each staff pension committee.

Article 6

STAFF PENSION COMMITTEES

(a) The United Nations Staff Pension Committee shall consist of four members and four alternate members elected by the General Assembly, four members and two alternate members appointed by the Secretary-General, and four members and two alternate members, who shall be participants in the Fund and on the staff of the United Nations, elected by the participants in service in the United Nations by secret ballot.

(b) The elected members and alternate members of the United Nations Staff Pension Committee shall hold office for four years or until the election of their successors, and they shall be eligible for re-election; in the event that such an elected member or alternate member ceases to be a
member of the Committee, another member or alternate member may be elected to hold office during the remainder of the term.

(c) The staff pension committees of the other member organizations shall consist of members and alternate members chosen by the body of the organization corresponding to the General Assembly, its chief administrative officer, and its participants in service, in such a manner that the number representing each shall be equal and, in the case of the participants, that the members and alternate members shall themselves be participants in the service of the organization. Each member organization shall make rules for the election or appointment of the members and alternate members of its staff pension committee.

Article 7
SECRETARIAT OF THE UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION BOARD

(a) The Chief Executive Officer of the Fund and a Deputy shall be appointed by the Secretary-General on the recommendation of the Board.

(b) The Secretary-General shall appoint such further staff as may be required from time to time by the Board in order to give effect to these Regulations.

(c) The Chief Executive Officer shall perform that function under the authority of the Board and shall certify for payment all benefits properly payable under these Regulations. The Chief Executive Officer shall also serve as Secretary of the Board. In the absence of the Chief Executive Officer of the Fund, the Deputy Chief Executive Officer shall perform these functions.

Article 8
SECRETARIATS OF STAFF PENSION COMMITTEES

(a) The secretariat of the Board shall serve as the secretariat of the United Nations Staff Pension Committee.

(b) A secretary to the staff pension committee shall be appointed by the chief administrative officer of each other member organization on the recommendation of the committee.

Article 9
COMMITTEE OF ACTUARIES

(a) A committee consisting of five independent actuaries shall be appointed by the Secretary-General upon the recommendation of the Board.

(b) The function of the committee shall be to advise the Board on actuarial questions arising out of the operation of these Regulations.

Article 10
CONSULTING ACTUARY

A consulting actuary to the Board shall be appointed by the Secretary-General upon the recommendation of the Board for the purpose of providing actuarial services to the Fund.
Article 11
ADOPTION OF ACTUARIAL BASES

(a) The Board shall, on the advice of the Committee of Actuaries, adopt, and revise when appropriate, service, mortality and other tables and shall decide upon the rates of interest to be used in the periodic actuarial valuation of the Fund.

(b) At least once in every three years the Board shall have an actuarial investigation made into the service, mortality and benefit experience of the participants and beneficiaries of the Fund and shall determine whether the actuarial bases of the Fund should be modified.

(c) The rates of interest which, without prejudice to the power of the Board to establish rates under (a) above for the purpose of actuarial valuation, shall be used in all calculations required in connection with these Regulations shall be 2.5 per cent per annum until 31 December 1957, 3 per cent per annum from 1 January 1958 to 31 March 1961 and 3.25 per cent per annum thereafter, until changed by the Board.

Article 12
ACTUARIAL VALUATION OF THE FUND

(a) The Board shall have an actuarial valuation made of the Fund at least once every three years by the consulting actuary.

(b) The actuarial report shall state the assumptions on which the calculations are based; it shall describe the method of valuation used, and state the results, as well as the recommendations, if any, for appropriate action.

(c) The Board shall, in the light of the report, recommend such action to the member organizations as it deems desirable; the recommendations to the General Assembly shall be transmitted through the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, which shall also be provided with a copy of the actuarial report.

Article 13
TRANSFER OF PENSION RIGHTS

The Board may, subject to the concurrence of the General Assembly, approve agreements with Member States of a member organization and with intergovernmental organizations, with a view to securing continuity of pension rights between the governments of such States or organizations and the Fund.

Article 14
ANNUAL REPORT AND AUDIT

(a) The Board shall present to the General Assembly and to member the organizations, at least once every two years, a report, including a balance sheet, on the operation of the Fund, and shall inform each member organization of any action taken by the General Assembly upon the report.
(b) There shall be annual audits of the operations of the Fund, in a manner agreed between the United Nations Board of Auditors and the Board. An audit report on the accounts of the Fund shall be made every two years by the United Nations Board of Auditors; a copy of the audit report shall be included in the report under (a) above.

Article 15

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

(a) Expenses incurred by the Board in the administration of these Regulations shall be met by the Fund.

(b) Biennial estimates of the expenses to be incurred under (a) above shall be submitted to the General Assembly for approval during the year immediately preceding the biennium to which the said estimates relate. Supplementary estimates may similarly be submitted in the first and/or the second year of the biennium to which the budget relates.

(c) Expenses incurred in the administration of these Regulations by a member organization shall be met by that organization.

Article 16

TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP

(a) Membership in the Fund may be terminated by decision of the General Assembly, upon the affirmative recommendation of the Board, following application for termination by a member organization or continued default by a member organization in its obligations under these Regulations.

(b) In the event of such termination, a proportionate share of the total assets of the Fund at the date of termination shall be paid to the former member organization for the exclusive benefit of its staff who were participants in the Fund on such date, pursuant to an arrangement mutually agreed between such organization and the Board.

(c) The amount of the proportionate share shall be determined by the Board after an actuarial valuation of the assets and liabilities of the Fund on the date of termination, provided that no part of the assets which are in excess of the liabilities shall be included in such share.

PART III. ASSETS AND INVESTMENT

Article 17

ASSETS OF THE FUND

The assets of the Fund shall be derived from:

(a) The contributions of the participants;
(b) The contributions of the member organizations;
(c) The yield from the investments of the Fund;
(d) Deficiency payments, if any, under article 26; and
(e) Receipts from any other source.
Article 18

PROPERTY IN THE ASSETS

The assets shall be the property of the Fund and shall be acquired, deposited and held in the name of the United Nations, separately from the assets of the United Nations, on behalf of the participants and beneficiaries of the Fund.

Article 19

INVESTMENT OF THE ASSETS

(a) The investment of the assets of the Fund shall be decided upon by the Secretary-General after consultation with an Investments Committee and in the light of observations and suggestions made from time to time by the Board on the investments policy.

(b) The Secretary-General shall arrange for the maintenance of detailed accounts of all investments and other transactions relating to the Fund, which shall be open to examination by the Board.

Article 20

INVESTMENTS COMMITTEE

The Investments Committee shall consist of nine members appointed by the Secretary-General after consultation with the Board and the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, subject to confirmation by the General Assembly.

PART IV. PARTICIPATION, CONTRIBUTORY SERVICE AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Article 21

Participation

(a) Every full-time member of the staff of each member organization shall become a participant in the Fund:

(i) Upon commencing employment under an appointment for six months or longer or upon accepting such an appointment while in employment; or,

(ii) Upon completing, in the same or more than one member organization, six months of service without an interruption of more than thirty days,

whichever is earlier, provided that participation is not expressly excluded by the terms of staff member’s appointment.

(b) Participation shall cease when the organization by which the participant is employed ceases to be a member organization, or when he or she dies or separates from such member organization, except that participation shall not be deemed to have ceased where a participant resumes contributory service with a member organization within 36 months after separation without a benefit having been paid.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of (b) above, a participant is deemed to have separated when he or she has completed (i) a consecutive period of three years on leave without pay without concurrent contributions having been paid in accordance with article 25(b), or (ii) four years under the conditions described in (i) above within a total period of five years. To re-enter the Fund, such former participant would have to satisfy the requirements for participation set out in (a) above.

Article 22

CONTRIBUTORY SERVICE

(a) Contributory service shall accrue to a participant in pay status from the date of commencement to the date of cessation of participation. For the purposes of articles 28(b) and (c) and 29(b), separate periods of contributory service shall be aggregated except that in such aggregation no account shall be taken of periods of service in respect of which a withdrawal settlement was paid and which were not subsequently restored.

(b) Contributory service may accrue in respect of leave without pay if contributions are received by the Fund in accordance with article 25(b).

(c) Additional contributory service may accrue to a participant if prior service is validated or restored in accordance with article 23 or 24, or if service in a member organization prior to its admission to membership has been recognized as contributory.

Article 23

VALIDATION OF NON-CONTRIBUTORY SERVICE

(a) A participant may elect, within one year of the commencement of participation, to validate prior service during which he or she was not eligible under these Regulations for participation, provided that (i) participation succeeded the ending of such service within two years, (ii) the service was the most recent prior to participation and had not been interrupted by a break of more than one year, (iii) participation had not, during such service, been expressly excluded by the terms of appointment, and (iv) the totality of the period open to validation is elected.

(b) A beneficiary of the participant under these Regulations, other than the recipient of a residual settlement, may, if the participant died before the expiry of the period within which the election may be made under (a) above, make the election on the participant’s behalf within such period.

(c) Validation shall be subject to receipt by the Fund of contributions in accordance with article 25(c).

Article 24

RESTORATION OF PRIOR CONTRIBUTORY SERVICE

(a) A participant re-entering the Fund after 1 January 1983 may, within one year of the re-commencement of participation, elect to restore his or her prior contributory service, provided that on separation the participant became entitled to a withdrawal settlement under article 31(b)(i), and provided further that the service was the most recent prior to the re-entry.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of (a) above, if the recipient or former recipient of a disability benefit again becomes a participant in pay status, the contributory service, for which the participant has not received a benefit, preceding the commencement of the disability benefit, shall be restored.

(c) A beneficiary of the participant may make the election under (a) above, under the same conditions as a beneficiary under article 23(b).

(d) Restoration under (a) above shall be subject to receipt by the Fund of contributions in accordance with article 25(d).

Article 25

CONTRIBUTIONS

(a) Contributions by the participant and by the employing member organization shall be payable to the Fund concurrently with the accrual of contributory service under article 22(a) at the percentage rates of pensionable remuneration specified below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A For periods of contributory service</th>
<th>B Participant (percentage)</th>
<th>C Employing member organization (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before 1984 ..................................................</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As from 1 January 1984 to 30 June 1988 ..............</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As from 1 July 1988 to 30 June 1989 .................</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As from 1 July 1989 to 31 December 1989 .............</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As from 1 January 1990 .........................</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>15.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) (i) Contributions for the purpose of article 22(b) in respect of a period of leave without pay shall be at a percentage rate of the pensionable remuneration of the participant equal to the applicable rates specified in (a) above as payable by the participant and by the employing member organization, combined. Such contributions shall be payable concurrently with such leave, by the participant in full or by the organization in full, or in part by the participant and in part by the organization;

(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of (i) above, payments in respect of a period of leave without pay during which a disability benefit was being paid under article 33 may be made, but only on the cessation of entitlement thereto, or within 12 months of the resumption of pay status by the participant.

(c) Contributions for the purpose of validation under article 23 shall be payable, with interest, by the participant and the organization in the amounts which would have been payable respectively by each had service during the period been contributory.

(d) Contributions for the purpose of restoration under article 24(a) shall consist of the withdrawal settlement received by the participant in respect of the previous participation, together with the refund, if any, received by the employing member organization in respect of such participation under article 26 of the Regulations in force on 31 December 1982, with interest from the date of payment of the benefit or refund.
In any case in which a period of contributory service accrues, or is deemed to accrue, to a participant otherwise than in accordance with article 22, contributions shall be payable, with interest, by the participant in the amount which would have been payable had service during such period been contributory, and by the organization in an amount sufficient to meet any additional obligations to be borne by the Fund resulting therefrom.

Article 26
DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS

(a) In the event that an actuarial valuation of the Fund shows that its assets may not be sufficient to meet its liabilities under these Regulations, there shall be paid into the Fund by each member organization the sum necessary to make good the deficiency.

(b) Each member organization shall, subject to (c) below, contribute to this sum an amount proportionate to the total contributions which each paid under article 25 during the three years preceding the valuation date.

(c) The contribution of an organization admitted to membership less than three years prior to the valuation date shall be determined by the Board.

PART V. BENEFITS

Article 27
ENTITLEMENT TO BENEFITS

(a) A participant who is not eligible for a retirement benefit under article 28 or a disability benefit under article 33 may elect on separation to receive an early retirement benefit or a deferred retirement benefit or a withdrawal settlement if he or she satisfies the conditions of article 29, 30 or 31 respectively.

(b) Retirement, early retirement and deferred retirement benefits shall be payable at periodic intervals for life.

Article 28
RETIREMENT BENEFIT

(a) A retirement benefit shall be payable to a participant whose age on separation is the normal retirement age or more and whose contributory service was five years or longer.

(b) The benefit shall, subject to (d), (e) and (f) below, in respect of any period or periods of participation commencing on or after 1 January 1983, be payable at the standard rate obtained by multiplying:

(i) The first five years of the participant's contributory service, by 1.5 per cent of the final average remuneration;

(ii) The next five years of contributory service, by 1.75 per cent of the final average remuneration;
(iii) The next 25 years of contributory service, by 2 per cent of the final average remuneration; and

(iv) The years of contributory service in excess of 35 and performed as from 1 July 1995, by 1 per cent of the final average remuneration, subject to a maximum total accumulation rate of 70 per cent.

However, in respect of a participant with a prior period of contributory service of five years or longer ending between 1 January 1978 and 31 December 1982, the standard annual rate specified above shall be calculated by taking into account as periods of contributory service for the purpose of subparagraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) above the period of contributory service before 1 January 1983.

(c) The benefit shall, subject to (d), (e) and (f) below, in respect of any period of participation commencing prior to 1 January 1983, be payable at the standard annual rate obtained by multiplying:

(i) The first 30 years of the participant's contributory service, by 2 per cent of the final average remuneration;

(ii) The years of contributory service in excess of 30, but not exceeding five, by 1 per cent of the final average remuneration; and

(iii) The years of contributory service in excess of 35 and performed as from 1 July 1995 by 1 per cent of the final average remuneration, subject to a maximum total accumulation rate of 70 per cent.

(d) (i) However, except as provided in (ii) below, the benefit otherwise payable at the standard annual rate in accordance with the applicable provisions of (b) or (c) above to a participant at a level above D-2, top step, of the scale of pensionable remuneration indicated in article 54 (see appendix B below), shall not exceed, as at the time of the participant's separation, the greater of:

(A) 60 per cent of the participant's pensionable remuneration on the date of separation; or

(B) The maximum benefit payable under the provisions of (b) or (c) above to a participant at the level D-2 (top step for the preceding five years) separating on the same date as the participant;

(ii) However, for a participant separating at the level of Under-Secretary-General, Assistant Secretary-General or their equivalent level, to whom the provisions of (i) above are applicable, the benefit payable shall not be less than the benefit that would have been payable at the standard annual rate if the participant had separated from service on 31 March 1986; for participants separating at other levels above D-2, top step, in the scale of pensionable remuneration in appendix B below, to whom the provisions of (i) above are applicable, the benefit payable shall not be less than the benefit that would have been payable at the standard annual rate if the participant had separated from service on 31 March 1993; for participants who entered or re-entered the Fund at an ungraded level before 1 April 1993, the provisions of (i) above shall not be applicable.

(e) The benefit shall however be payable at the minimum annual rate which is obtained by multiplying the years of the participant's contributory service, not exceeding 10, by the smaller of 180 dollars [increased to 773.34 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1
April 2001] or 1/30 of the final average remuneration, if the benefit so calculated would be greater than the amount under (b) or (c) above.

(f) The annual rate of the benefit shall nevertheless not be less, when no other benefit is payable on account of the participant under these Regulations, than the smaller of 300 dollars [increased to 1,229.64 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001] or the final average remuneration of the participant.

(g) A benefit payable at the standard annual rate may be commuted by the participant into a lump sum subject to the following limitations and to supplementary article D, where applicable:

(i) If the rate is 300 dollars or more, the amount of the lump sum may not exceed the smaller of:
   (A) The actuarial equivalent of one third of the benefit; or
   (B) The actuarial equivalent of one third of the maximum benefit that would be payable to a participant retiring at the normal retirement age, on the same date as the participant, with a final average remuneration equal to the pensionable remuneration on that date for the top step of level P-5 on the scale of pensionable remuneration in appendix B below;

(ii) Nevertheless, if the amount calculated under (i) above is less than the amount of the participant's own contributions, then the benefit may be commuted to the extent of the latter amount;

(iii) If the rate is less than 1000 dollars, the benefit may be commuted to the extent of its full actuarial equivalent; if a participant is married, the prospective benefit payable to his or her spouse may also be commuted at the standard annual rate of such benefit.

(h) A benefit payable at the minimum rate under (e) or (f) of this article may be commuted into a lump sum as in (g) above, if the participant elects to receive it instead at the standard annual rate.

Article 29

EARLY RETIREMENT BENEFIT

(a) An early retirement benefit shall be payable to a participant whose age on separation is at least 55 but less than the normal retirement age and whose contributory service was five years or longer.

(b) The benefit shall be payable at the standard annual rate for a retirement benefit, reduced for each year or part thereof by which the age of the participant on separation was less than the normal retirement age, at the rate of 6 per cent a year, except that:

(i) If the contributory service of the participant was 25 years or longer but less than 30 years, reduced by 2 per cent a year in respect of the period of contributory service performed before 1 January 1985, and 3 per cent a year in respect of the period of such service performed as from 1 January 1985; or

(ii) If the contributory service of the participant was 30 years or longer, reduced by 1 per cent a year;

provided however that the rate in (i) or (ii) above shall apply to no more than five years.
(c) The benefit may be commuted by the participant into a lump sum to the extent specified in article 28(g) for a retirement benefit.

Article 30
DEFERRED RETIREMENT BENEFIT

(a) A deferred retirement benefit shall be payable to a participant whose age on separation is less than the normal retirement age and whose contributory service was five years or longer.

(b) The benefit shall be payable at the standard annual rate for a retirement benefit and shall commence at the normal retirement age, or, if the participant so elects, at any age not less than 55, provided that in such event it shall be reduced in the same manner and under the same conditions as specified in article 29(b).

(c) The benefit may be commuted by the participant into a lump sum if the rate of the benefit at the normal retirement age is less than 1000 dollars. Such commutation shall be equivalent to the full actuarial value of the benefit.

Article 31
WITHDRAWAL SETTLEMENT

(a) A withdrawal settlement shall be payable to a participant whose age on separation is less than the normal retirement age, or if the participant is the normal retirement age or more on separation but is not entitled to a retirement benefit.

(b) The settlement shall consist of:

(i) The participant’s own contributions, if the contributory service of the participant was less than five years; or

(ii) The participant’s own contributions increased by 10 per cent for each year in excess of five up to a maximum of 100 per cent, if the contributory service of the participant was more than five years.

Article 32
DEFERMENT OF PAYMENT OR CHOICE OF BENEFIT

(a) The payment to a participant of a withdrawal settlement, or the exercise by a participant of a choice among available benefits, or between a form of benefit involving payment in a lump sum and another form, may be deferred at the participant’s request for a period of 36 months.

(b) A participant who deferred a choice under (a) above shall, if the choice is not made within the period, be deemed to have chosen a deferred retirement benefit if his or her age on separation was less than the normal retirement age, and in any event a form of benefit not payable in a lump sum.

Article 33
DISABILITY BENEFIT
A disability benefit shall, subject to article 41, be payable to a participant who is found by the Board to be incapacitated for further service in a member organization reasonably compatible with his or her abilities, due to injury or illness constituting an impairment to health which is likely to be permanent or of long duration.

(b) The benefit shall commence on separation or, if earlier, on the expiration of the paid leave due to the participant and shall continue for as long as the participant remains incapacitated, provided that after age 55 incapacity shall be deemed to be permanent.

(c) The benefit shall, if the age of the participant on entitlement is the normal retirement age or more, be payable at the standard or the minimum annual rate for a retirement benefit as the case may be; if the age of the participant is less than the normal retirement age, the benefit shall be payable at the rate of the retirement benefit which would have been payable had the participant remained in service until the normal retirement age and had the final average remuneration remained unchanged.

(d) The annual rate of the benefit shall, notwithstanding (c) above, not be less, when no other benefit is payable on account of the participant under these Regulations, than the smaller of 500 dollars [increased to 2,047.92 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001] or the final average remuneration of the participant.

(e) A benefit which is discontinued shall, if a participant who has been separated does not upon such discontinuance again become a participant, be converted at his or her option to a deferred retirement benefit or a withdrawal settlement, calculated as at the date of commencement of the disability benefit.

(f) The Board may prescribe the extent to which and the circumstances in which a disability benefit may be reduced when the beneficiary, although remaining incapacitated within the meaning of this article, is nevertheless in paid employment.

Article 34
WIDOW'S BENEFIT

(a) A widow's benefit shall, subject to article 41 and to (b) below, be payable to the surviving female spouse of a participant who was entitled to a retirement, early retirement, deferred retirement or disability benefit at the date of his death, or who died in service, if she was married to him at the date of his death in service or, if he was separated prior to his death, she was married to him at the date of separation and remained married to him until his death.

(b) A benefit shall nevertheless not be payable if the participant had commuted his widow's prospective benefit under article 28 or 29.

(c) The benefit shall, if the participant died in service or during entitlement to a retirement, early retirement or disability benefit, be payable at the standard annual rate of half the retirement or disability benefit which would have been payable to the participant had he become entitled thereto at the date of his death, or of half of his retirement, early retirement or disability benefit including such part thereof as may have been commuted, as the case may be, provided that the rate shall not be less than the smaller of:

(i) 750 dollars [increased to 3,223.56 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001] or
(ii) Twice the standard annual rate above.

(d) The annual rate of the benefit shall, notwithstanding (c) above, not be less, when no other benefit is payable on account of the participant under these Regulations, than the smaller of 500 dollars [increased to 2,047.92 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001] or the final average remuneration of the participant.

(e) The benefit shall, if the participant died after the commencement of a deferred retirement benefit which had not been commuted under article 30(c), be payable at half the annual rate of such benefit and, if he died before its commencement, at the rate of half the actuarial equivalent at the date of death of the annual rate of the benefit at the normal retirement age.

(f) The benefit shall be payable at periodic intervals for life, provided that a benefit payable at an annual rate of less than 600 dollars may be commuted by the widow into a lump sum which is the actuarial equivalent of the benefit at the standard annual rate under (e) above, or the annual rate under (e) above, as the case may be.

(g) The benefit shall, where there is more than one surviving spouse, be divided equally between the spouses, and upon the death of each such spouse shall be equally divided among the remainder.

(h) Notwithstanding the provisions of (a) and (f) above, with respect to a surviving spouse who had remarried prior to 1 April 1999 the benefit under (a) above shall be payable as from 1 January 2001, subject to recovery (with interest) of the lump sum payment that had been made to that surviving spouse upon remarriage, as provided in the Regulations then in effect.

Article 35
WIDOWER'S BENEFIT

A widower's benefit, at the rates and under the conditions applicable in article 34 to a widow's benefit, shall be payable to the surviving male spouse of a participant.

Article 35 bis
DIVORCED SURVIVING SPOUSE'S BENEFIT

(a) Any divorced spouse of a participant or former participant, separated on or after 1 April 1999, who was entitled to a retirement, early retirement, deferred retirement or disability benefit, or of a participant who died in service on or after that date, may, subject to the provisions of article 34(b) (applicable also to widowers), request a former spouse's benefit, if the conditions specified in paragraph (b) below are fulfilled.

(b) Subject to paragraph (d) below, the divorced spouse is entitled to the benefit set out in paragraph (c) below, payable prospectively following receipt of the request for a divorced surviving spouse's benefit, if, in the opinion of the Chief Executive Officer of the Fund, all of the following conditions are fulfilled:

(i) The participant had been married to the former spouse for a continuous period of at least ten years, during which contributions were paid to the Fund on account of the participant or the participant was awarded a disability benefit under article 33 of the Regulations;
(ii) The former spouse had not remarried;
(iii) The participant's death occurred within 15 years of the date when the divorce became final, unless the former spouse proves that at the time of death the participant was under a legal obligation to pay maintenance to the former spouse;
(iv) The former spouse has reached the age of 40. Otherwise the benefit entitlement shall commence on the day immediately following the day that age is reached; and
(v) Evidence is provided by the former spouse that the participant's pension entitlement from the Fund was not taken into account in a divorce settlement.

(c) A former spouse who, in the opinion of the Chief Executive Officer, has met the conditions set out in paragraph (b) above shall be entitled to the widow's or widower's benefit under article 34 or 35 as the case may be; however, if the participant is survived by both one or more such former spouses and/or by a spouse entitled to a benefit under article 34 or 35, the benefit payable under article 34 or 35 shall be divided between the spouse and former spouse(s) in proportion to the duration of their marriages to the participant.

(d) Article 34(f) and (g) shall apply mutatis mutandis.

(e) The divorced spouse of a former participant who separated before 1 April 1999 and, in the opinion of the Chief Executive Officer, met all the other eligibility conditions in paragraphs (a) and (b) above shall be entitled as from 1 April 1999 to a benefit equal to twice the minimum surviving spouse's benefit under article 34(c), subject to the proviso that the amount of such benefit cannot exceed the amount payable to a surviving spouse of the former participant.

Article 35 ter

SPouses married after separation

(a) A former participant receiving a periodic benefit may elect to provide a periodic benefit for life in a specified amount (subject to paragraph (b) below) to a spouse who was not married to him or her at the date of separation. Such election shall be made within 180 days of the date of marriage or of the entry into force of this provision, if later, and shall become effective one year after the date of marriage, or one year after the date of entry into force of this provision, as appropriate. The benefit shall be payable as of the first day of the month following the death of the former participant. When the election becomes effective, the benefit payable to the former participant shall be reduced in accordance with actuarial factors to be determined by the Fund's Consulting Actuary. An election under this subsection may not be revoked after it becomes effective, except by the death of the spouse, in which case it will be considered terminated as from that date.

(b) Any election made under paragraph (a) shall be subject to the following:

(i) The amount of the periodic benefit payable to the former participant, after reduction owing to elections made pursuant to paragraph (a) above, shall be at least one half of the benefit that would have been payable without any such elections; and
(ii) The amount of the benefit payable to the spouse shall not be larger than the amount of the benefit payable to the retired participant after reduction for the elections.

Article 36

CHILD'S BENEFIT
(a) A child's benefit shall, subject to (b) and (c) below, be payable to each child of a participant who is entitled to a retirement, early retirement or disability benefit or who has died in service, while the child remains unmarried and under the age of 21.

(b) A benefit shall be payable to a child who is over the age of 21 if the child is found by the Board to have been incapacitated by illness or injury for substantial gainful employment:

(i) On reaching the age of 21, if immediately prior thereto a child's benefit was payable; or

(ii) At the time of the death in service or entitlement to a benefit of the participant.

A benefit payable as above shall continue for as long as the child remains incapacitated.

(c) A child's benefit shall, notwithstanding (a) above, not become payable, if the participant has chosen an early retirement benefit, until the participant dies or reaches the normal retirement age, except to a child under the age of 21 found by the Board to be disabled.

(d) The benefit shall, during the continuance of any periodic benefit resulting from retirement, early retirement, disability or death in service, but subject to (e) and (f) below, be payable at the annual rate of one third of the benefit payable to the participant or, if the participant died in service, one third of the retirement or disability benefit which would have been payable if the participant had become entitled thereto at the date of death, subject to a minimum of 300 dollars per annum [increased to 1,290.36 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001] and a maximum of 600 dollars [increased to 2,542.80 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001].

(e) The benefit, if no other periodic benefit is payable and there is no surviving parent able, in the opinion of the Board, to support the child, or if the other periodic benefit payable is to a surviving spouse who is not a natural or adoptive parent and does not have custody of the child, and further subject to (f) below, shall be payable at the rate in (d) above increased by the greater of:

(i) 300 dollars [increased to 1,290.36 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001] or one quarter of the retirement, early retirement or disability benefit from which it is derived, if one child's benefit is payable; and

(ii) 600 dollars [increased to 2,542.80 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001] or half the retirement, early retirement or disability benefit from which it is derived, and divided by the number of eligible children, if more than one such benefit is payable.

(f) The total benefits payable under (d) above shall nevertheless not exceed an annual rate of 1,800 dollars [increased to 7,628.40 dollars under the UNJSPF Pension Adjustment System, effective 1 April 2001], nor shall the total benefits under (d) or (e) above, added to any retirement benefit payable under article 28(b), (c), (d) or (e), early retirement benefit under article 29(b), disability, widow's or widower's benefit exceed the final average remuneration of the participant added to the total annual children's allowances that were payable by the member organization at the time the participant was separated.

(g) Benefits payable under this article shall be recalculated as may be required to achieve the purposes of (e) and (f) above.

Article 37
SECONDARY DEPENDANT'S BENEFIT

(a) A secondary dependant's benefit shall, subject to article 41 and to (b) below, be payable to not more than one surviving secondary dependant of a participant who was entitled to a retirement, early retirement, deferred retirement or disability benefit at the date of death, or who died in service.

(b) A secondary dependant's benefit shall nevertheless not be payable:

(i) Where a benefit is or was payable to a child or to the surviving spouse of the participant; and
(ii) In the case of a brother or sister, where the benefit payable to the participant was a deferred retirement benefit.

(c) The benefit shall be payable at the following rates:

(i) In the case of a mother or father, at the rates and under the conditions applicable in article 34(b), (c), (d), (f) and (h) to a widow's or widower's benefit, save that the Board may, in the event of remarriage, decide in its discretion to continue the benefit;
(ii) In the case of a brother or sister, at the rate applicable in article 36(d) to a child's benefit and shall be payable or shall continue to be payable beyond the age of 21 under the conditions of article 36(b).

(d) In the event that more than one person is eligible under this article, the benefit shall be payable to the person designated by the participant or, failing such designation or person, to the person designated by the Board.

Article 38
RESIDUAL SETTLEMENT

(a) A residual settlement shall be payable if, upon the death of a participant and the exhaustion, as the case may be, of any entitlements due under these Regulations to his or her survivors, the total amount of the benefits paid to and on account of the participant is less than the participant’s own contributions.

(b) The settlement shall be payable to a beneficiary designated by the participant and alive when the payment is due; failing such beneficiary, the settlement shall be paid to the estate of the participant.

(c) The settlement shall consist of the participant's own contributions at the date of his or her separation or death in service, reduced by the total amount of the benefits paid to and on account of the participant.

Article 39
LIMITATION OF ENTITLEMENTS DURING LEAVE WITHOUT PAY

(a) Entitlement to a disability benefit or to a benefit payable in case of death, during a period of leave without pay granted for the performance of military service, shall instead be to a
withdrawal settlement calculated as of the day immediately preceding the commencement of such leave, in accordance with article 31.

(b) In the event that a participant becomes entitled to a retirement, early retirement or deferred retirement benefit on separation during a period of leave without pay, a widow's, widower's, child's or secondary dependant's benefit shall not be payable unless entitlement thereto would have existed had the participant died on the day immediately preceding the commencement of such leave.

Article 40
EFFECT OF RE-ENTRY INTO PARTICIPATION

(a) If a former participant who is entitled to a retirement, early retirement or deferred retirement benefit under these Regulations again becomes a participant, entitlement to such benefit or to a benefit derived therefrom shall be suspended and no benefit shall be payable until the participant dies or is again separated.

(b) Such a participant who again becomes a participant and is again separated after at least five years of additional contributory service shall also be entitled, at the time of such subsequent separation, in respect of such service and subject to paragraph (d) below, to a retirement, early retirement or deferred retirement benefit, or a withdrawal settlement under article 28, 29, 30 or 31, as the case may be.

(c) Such a participant, who again becomes a participant and is again separated after less than five years of additional contributory service, shall, in respect of such service, become entitled to:

(i) A withdrawal settlement under article 31; or
(ii) Subject to (d) below, a retirement, early retirement or deferred retirement benefit, as the case may be, under article 28, 29 or 30, based on the length of such additional contributory service; provided, however, that such benefit may not be commuted into a lump sum, in whole or in part, and shall not be subject to any minimum provisions.

(d) Payment of benefits under (b) or (c)(ii) above shall commence on the date of the resumption or commencement, as the case may be, of payment of benefits suspended under (a) above. In no event shall the total benefits payable to or on account of a former participant in respect of separate periods of contributory service exceed the benefits which would have been payable had the participation in the Fund been continuous.

PART VI. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 41
MEDICAL EXAMINATION

(a) Every participant in the Fund shall be required to undergo a medical examination in accordance with the standards prescribed by the Board, unless the Board accepts the findings of an earlier medical examination.

(b) A participant who refuses to undergo such medical examination, and for whom the findings of an earlier examination are not accepted, shall not, until completion of five years of
contributory service, be entitled to a disability benefit under these Regulations, nor shall a widow's, widower's or secondary dependant's benefit be payable in the event of the participant’s death in service unless such period has been completed.

Article 42
INFORMATION FROM PARTICIPANTS AND BENEFICIARIES

(a) A participant or beneficiary may be required to supply information, and to furnish documentary or other proof thereof, in respect of any matter on which information or proof is deemed desirable by the Board for the purposes of these Regulations.

(b) Failure to supply such information or proof, or the omission or misrepresentation of any material fact therein, shall enable the Board to redetermine the entitlements of the participant or beneficiary under these Regulations, provided that entitlement to participation or to a benefit shall not be less favorable than if the information or proof had been supplied or truly represented.

Article 43
RECOVERY OF INDEBTEDNESS TO THE FUND

The Board may deduct from any benefit payable under these Regulations to a participant, or on his or her account, the amount of any indebtedness to the Fund by the participant or by any beneficiary or third person to whom payment has been made otherwise than in accordance with these Regulations, including interest and costs, where appropriate.

Article 44
INTEREST ON UNPAID BENEFITS

The Fund shall not be liable for interest on any due but unpaid benefits.

Article 45
NON-ASSIGNABILITY OF RIGHTS

(a) A participant or beneficiary may not assign his or her rights under these Regulations. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Fund may, to satisfy a legal obligation on the part of a participant or former participant arising from a marital or parental relationship and evidenced by an order of a court or by a settlement agreement incorporated into a divorce or other court order, remit a portion of a benefit payable by the Fund to such participant for life to one or more former spouses and/or a current spouse from whom the participant or former participant is living apart. Such payment shall not convey to any person a benefit entitlement from the Fund or (except as provided herein) provide any rights under the Regulations of the Fund to such person or increase the total benefits otherwise payable by the Fund.

(b) To be acted upon, the requirement under the court order must be consistent with the Regulations of the Fund, as determined by the Chief Executive Officer of the Fund to be beyond any reasonable doubt, and on the basis of the available evidence. Once implemented, the assignment shall normally be irrevocable; however, a participant or former participant may request, upon satisfactory evidence based on a court order or a provision of a settlement agreement incorporated into a court decree, a new decision by the Chief Executive Officer that would alter or discontinue the payment or payments. Furthermore, such payment or payments shall cease following the death of the participant or former participant. If a designee predeceases the participant or former
participant, the payments shall not commence, or if they have commenced, shall cease upon the
designee's death. In the event that the payment or payments have been diminished, discontinued, or
have failed to commence or have ceased, the amount of the benefit payable to the participant or
former participant shall be duly adjusted.

Article 46

FORFEITURE OF BENEFITS

(a) The right to a withdrawal settlement or residual settlement shall be forfeited if for two
years after payment has been due the beneficiary has failed to submit payment instructions or has
failed or refused to accept payment.

(b) The right to a retirement, early retirement, deferred retirement or disability benefit shall
be forfeited if, for five years after the first payment has been due, the beneficiary has failed to
submit payment instructions or has failed or refused to accept payment.

(c) The right to continued periodic payments of a retirement, early retirement, deferred
retirement or disability benefit shall be forfeited if, for two years after a periodic payment has been
due, the beneficiary has failed to submit payment instructions or has failed or refused to accept
payment.

(d) The right to a benefit shall nevertheless not be forfeited under (a), (b) or (c) above if its
exercise has been prevented by circumstances beyond the control of the beneficiary.

(e) The Board may, if in its opinion there are circumstances which so warrant, restore the
right to any benefit which has been forfeited.

Article 47

CURRENCY

(a) Contributions under these Regulations shall be calculated and remitted to the Fund in
dollars.

(b) Benefits shall be calculated in dollars and shall be payable in any currency selected by the
recipient, at the rate of exchange for dollars obtained by the Fund on the date of payment.

Article 48

JURISDICTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL

(a) Applications alleging non-observance of these Regulations arising out of decisions of the
Board may be submitted directly to the United Nations Administrative Tribunal by:

(i) Any staff member of a member organization which has accepted the jurisdiction of
the Tribunal in Joint Staff Pension Fund cases who is eligible under article 21 of
these Regulations as a participant in the Fund, even after his or her employment has
ceased, and any person who has succeeded to such staff member's rights upon his or
her death;

(ii) Any other person who can show that he or she is entitled to rights under these
Regulations by virtue of the participation in the Fund of a staff member of such
member organization.
(b) In the event of a dispute as to whether the Tribunal has competence, the matter shall be settled by a decision of the Tribunal.

(c) The decision of the Tribunal shall be final and without appeal.

(d) The time-limits prescribed in article 7 of the Statute of the Tribunal are reckoned from the date of the communication of the contested decision of the Board.

PART VII. AMENDMENT AND ENTRY INTO FORCE

Article 49
AMENDMENT

(a) The Board may recommend amendments to these Regulations to the General Assembly, which may amend these Regulations after consultation with the Board.

(b) The Regulations so amended shall enter into force as from the date specified by the General Assembly but without prejudice to rights to benefits acquired through contributory service prior to that date.

Article 50
ENTRY INTO FORCE

(a) These Regulations shall enter into force and supersede all previous Regulations with effect from 1 January 2001.

(b) No provision shall be construed as applying retroactively to participants in the Fund prior to the date of its entry into effect, unless expressly stated therein or specifically amended to such effect by the General Assembly with due regard to the provisions of article 49.

PART VIII. TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

Article 51
LIMITATION ON PARTICIPATION

An associate participant in the Fund on 31 December 1966 shall continue to be an associate participant in accordance with article II bis of the Regulations in force on that date and shall only become a participant if during such associate participation he or she receives:

(a) A permanent appointment or an appointment certified by a member organization to lead normally to a permanent appointment; or

(b) An appointment which will extend the total continuous period of service to or beyond five years.

For the purpose of (b) above, service before 1 January 1967 shall be deemed to have been continuous if a break or breaks therein do not total more than one year.

Article 52
PRESERVATION OF ENTITLEMENT TO RETIREMENT BENEFITS
A participant in the Fund on 31 December 1966 whose service has been continuous since that date shall be entitled to a retirement benefit under article 28 of these Regulations notwithstanding that his or her contributory service was less than five years.

Article 53

**PRESCRIPTION OF RIGHTS TO VOLUNTARY DEPOSITS**

A participant who, prior to the entry into force of these Regulations, had been authorized by the Board to deposit an amount in the Fund in accordance with article XVIII of the Regulations then in force shall be entitled, in respect of such authorization, to the benefit of that article as though it were still in force.

**PART IX. PENSIONABLE REMUNERATION**

Article 54

**PENSIONABLE REMUNERATION**

(a) In the case of participants in the General Service and related categories, pensionable remuneration shall be the equivalent in dollars of the sum of:

(i) The participant's gross pensionable salary, as determined on the occasion of comprehensive salary surveys and subsequently adjusted between such salary surveys, in accordance with the methodology approved by the General Assembly and set out in appendix A to these Regulations;

(ii) Any language allowance payable; and

(iii) In the case of a participant who became entitled to a pensionable non-resident's allowance prior to 1 September 1983, and for as long as he or she continues to be entitled thereto, the amount of such allowance.

(b) In the case of participants in the Professional and higher categories, the scale of pensionable remuneration effective 1 November 2001, shall be as set out in appendix B hereto. It shall be adjusted on the same date as the net remuneration amounts of officials in the Professional and higher categories in New York are adjusted. Such adjustment shall be by a uniform percentage equal to the weighted average percentage variation in the net remuneration amounts, as determined by the International Civil Service Commission.

(c) (i) In the case of participants who are appointed or elected as ungraded officials on or after 1 April 1995, their pensionable remuneration shall be established by the competent legislative organ which determines their other conditions of service, in accordance with the methodology recommended by the International Civil Service Commission and endorsed by the General Assembly, and shall be subsequently adjusted in accordance with the procedure in (b) above;

(ii) In the case of participants who were ungraded officials on 31 March 1995, their pensionable remuneration shall be maintained, without adjustment, until surpassed by the level of pensionable remuneration derived from application of the methodology referred to in (i) above.
In the case of participants in the United Nations Field Service category, the scale of pensionable remuneration effective 1 November 2001 shall be as set out in appendix C hereto, and shall be subsequently adjusted in accordance with the procedure in (b) above.

No step increments beyond the top step of the gross pensionable salary scale or the scale of pensionable remuneration established according to the methodology approved by the General Assembly on the recommendation of the International Civil Service Commission shall be recognized for participants entering or re-entering the Fund on or after 1 January 1994. Nevertheless, any step increments awarded in conformity with the provisions of the appropriate staff regulations or rules of a member organization to a staff member in service in that organization before 1 January 1994 shall be recognized by the Fund for pension contribution and benefit calculation purposes.

**PART X. SUPPLEMENTARY ARTICLES**

Supplementary article A

**PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT**

The provisions of these Regulations and of the Administrative Rules shall apply equally to members of the staff of each member organization whose employment is for at least half the time of full-time members of the staff, except that:

(a) The entitlement to and the amount of benefits resulting from such employment shall be reduced in the ratio which it bears to full employment; and

(b) Such employment prior to 1 January 1975 shall not be open to validation or be taken into account for any other purpose.

Supplementary article B

**PARTICIPATION OF OFFICIALS WHO ARE NOT STAFF MEMBERS**

The provisions of these Regulations and of the Administrative Rules shall apply to officials covered by the Conventions on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations and of the Specialized Agencies who perform such functions for the member organization of the Fund which, if provided by their staff members, would be considered as full-time or part-time employment for the purpose of these Regulations.

Supplementary article C

**TRANSITIONAL MEASURES IN RESPECT OF FINAL AVERAGE REMUNERATION**

(a) Effective 1 April 1987, notwithstanding the provisions of article 1(h), the final average remuneration of a participant in the Professional or higher categories who was in contributory service on 31 March 1987, had at least 36 completed calendar months of such service as of that date and whose pensionable remuneration was lowered by the scale of pensionable remuneration effective 1 April 1987, shall be calculated under both article 1(h) and paragraph (b) of this article, with the participant being entitled to that method of calculation which results in the higher benefit at the standard annual rate.
(b) (i) The highest final average remuneration to which the participant would have been entitled in accordance with article 1(h) if he or she had separated from service on 31 December 1984 or on any later date preceding the actual date of separation shall be applied to the participant’s contributory service up to and including the date on which that final average remuneration was first attained;

(ii) The final average remuneration calculated in accordance with article 1(h) shall be applied to the participant’s contributory service after such date; and

(iii) The benefit payable at the standard annual rate under the provisions of article 28(b) or (c) shall be calculated by adding to the benefit based on the contributory service in (i) above the benefit based on the contributory service in (ii) above, subject to article 28(d) where applicable.

(c) Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the provisions of article 28(d), the benefit payable to a participant at the standard annual rate in accordance with paragraph (b) above shall not be less than the benefit to which he or she would have been entitled if separated on the date the highest final average remuneration was first attained.

Supplementary article D

TRANSITIONAL MEASURES IN RESPECT OF LUMP-SUM COMMUTATION

Notwithstanding the provisions of article 28(g), a participant in contributory service on 31 March 1987 may commute a retirement benefit payable into a lump sum to the extent of the greater of:

(a) The amount calculated under article 28(g); or

(b) (i) If the participant’s age on 31 March 1987 was less than 55, the actuarial equivalent of one-third of the benefit that would have been payable if separated on 31 March 1987 and had been aged 60 on that date;

(ii) If the participant’s age on 31 March 1987 was 55 or more, the actuarial equivalent of one-third of the benefit that would have been payable to the participant, had he or she retired on 31 March 1987 and had attained on that date the age at his or her actual date of separation.
Appendix A

GROSS PENSIONABLE SALARY FOR THE GENERAL SERVICE
AND RELATED CATEGORIES

1. Methodology for determining the gross pensionable salary

   (a) Effective 1 April 1994, and subject to (b) below, the methodology for determining the gross pensionable salary for participants in the General Service and related categories on the occasion of comprehensive salary surveys shall be as follows:

      (i) 66.25 per cent of the net pensionable salary, determined in accordance with the procedure approved by the International Civil Service Commission*, is calculated at each grade and step;

      (ii) the amounts in (i) above are grossed up, using the applicable staff assessment rates;

      (iii) the amounts in (ii) above, divided by 0.6625 and expressed in local currency, constitute the gross pensionable salary.

   (b) The methodology in (a) above shall be applied to the occasion of the first adjustment due to the application of the interim adjustment procedure for net salaries on or after 1 April 1994, should such adjustment take place before a comprehensive salary survey.

2. Adjustment of the gross pensionable salary between comprehensive salary surveys

   The gross pensionable salary shall be adjusted on the same day and by the same percentages as the net pensionable salary of participants in the General Service and related categories is adjusted.

---

* Under the methodology approved by the International Civil Service Commission, the net pensionable salary is the net salary in the salary scales less the non-pensionable component, if any, with the latter being shown separately in the salary scales.
Appendix B

SCALE OF PENSIONABLE REMUNERATION FOR THE PROFESSIONAL AND HIGHER CATEGORIES

Effective 1 November 2001

(in United States dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>STEPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Secretary General USG</td>
<td>203 830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Secretary General ASG</td>
<td>188 395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director D-2</td>
<td>156 656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Officer D-1</td>
<td>138 748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Officer (P-5)</td>
<td>122 795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Officer P-4</td>
<td>101 524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Officer P-3</td>
<td>84 497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Officer P-2</td>
<td>69 321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Officer P-1</td>
<td>53 979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VII</th>
<th>VIII</th>
<th>IX</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>XI</th>
<th>XII</th>
<th>XIII</th>
<th>XIV</th>
<th>XV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS-7</td>
<td>100 831</td>
<td>103 480</td>
<td>106 131</td>
<td>108 775</td>
<td>111 424</td>
<td>114 074</td>
<td>116 725</td>
<td>119 372</td>
<td>122 022</td>
<td>124 668</td>
<td>127 319</td>
<td>129 970</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-6</td>
<td>85 054</td>
<td>87 311</td>
<td>89 572</td>
<td>91 823</td>
<td>94 081</td>
<td>96 339</td>
<td>98 593</td>
<td>100 874</td>
<td>103 336</td>
<td>105 804</td>
<td>108 272</td>
<td>110 736</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-5</td>
<td>73 220</td>
<td>75 141</td>
<td>77 067</td>
<td>78 993</td>
<td>80 920</td>
<td>82 845</td>
<td>84 772</td>
<td>86 695</td>
<td>88 623</td>
<td>90 548</td>
<td>92 475</td>
<td>94 398</td>
<td>96 324</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-4</td>
<td>64 225</td>
<td>65 828</td>
<td>67 423</td>
<td>69 022</td>
<td>70 619</td>
<td>72 216</td>
<td>73 814</td>
<td>75 416</td>
<td>77 011</td>
<td>78 610</td>
<td>80 208</td>
<td>81 753</td>
<td>83 403</td>
<td>85 002</td>
<td>86 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-3</td>
<td>56 363</td>
<td>57 726</td>
<td>59 084</td>
<td>60 444</td>
<td>61 799</td>
<td>63 161</td>
<td>64 522</td>
<td>65 878</td>
<td>67 239</td>
<td>68 590</td>
<td>69 953</td>
<td>71 311</td>
<td>72 674</td>
<td>74 029</td>
<td>75 391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-2</td>
<td>49 657</td>
<td>50 799</td>
<td>52 004</td>
<td>53 202</td>
<td>54 403</td>
<td>55 603</td>
<td>56 750</td>
<td>58 004</td>
<td>59 204</td>
<td>60 408</td>
<td>61 605</td>
<td>62 806</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-1</td>
<td>44 201</td>
<td>45 176</td>
<td>46 148</td>
<td>47 118</td>
<td>48 089</td>
<td>49 067</td>
<td>50 039</td>
<td>51 070</td>
<td>52 128</td>
<td>53 180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCALE OF PENSIONABLE REMUNERATION FOR THE FIELD SERVICE CATEGORY

Effective 1 November 2001

(in United States dollars)
Annex I

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES OF THE
UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION FUND

INTRODUCTION

(a) The Board has, in terms of article 4(b) of the Regulations, made these Administrative Rules, which enter into force and supersede all previous Rules with effect from 1 January 2001.

(b) The Board, or the Standing Committee on its behalf, may amend these Rules from time to time as it deems desirable, and shall interpret them to the extent required to give effect thereto.

(c) In accordance with article 1 of the Regulations, the terms defined in that article shall bear the same meaning where they appear in these Rules.

(d) "Dependent", for the purpose of article 1(s) of the Regulations, shall mean in receipt of financial support from the participant in an amount sufficient to meet the financial criteria established for payment of a secondary dependant's allowance under the staff regulations and rules of the member organization by which the participant was employed immediately prior to separation or death in service, whether or not such allowance was in fact payable.

(e) "In the name of the United Nations", for the purpose of article 18 of the Regulations, shall include the holding of assets in the name of a nominee or nominees of custodians for the United Nations.

(f) "Part-time employment", for the purpose of supplementary article A of the Regulations, shall mean employment under conditions requiring attendance for duty during at least half the normal weekly working hours prescribed by the member organization for the duty station at which the employment takes place.

SECTION A
ADMINISTRATION MANUAL

A.1 The Chief Executive Officer of the Fund shall be responsible, under the authority of the Board, for ensuring the observance of the Regulations and these Rules by the member organizations and the participants; the Chief Executive Officer shall be empowered to issue, and revise from time to time as may be necessary, an Administration Manual in which shall be prescribed, to the extent that they are not contained herein, the procedures and forms which shall be used for the administration of the Fund.

SECTION B
PARTICIPATION

B.1 Each member organization shall, upon fulfillment by a member of its staff or by one of its officials of the conditions of article 21 of the Regulations, register that person’s admission to the Fund as a participant by furnishing to the secretary of the staff pension committee of the organization such information with respect to that person as the secretary may require, including the
terms of appointment; the organization shall thereafter notify the secretary of any changes which occur therein.

**B.2** The information shall normally include the name of the participant and the date of commencement of participation, date of birth, sex and marital status, and, as the case may be, the names and dates of birth of the participant’s spouse, children under the age of 21, and secondary dependants; the organization shall verify, to the extent possible, the accuracy of the information furnished.

**B.3** The participant shall be responsible for providing the information in rule B.2 above and for notifying the organization of any changes which occur therein; the participant may be required to submit documentary or other proof of such information to the organization or the secretary of the committee. No change in the records relating to the date of birth of a participant or his or her prospective beneficiaries shall be accepted after the date of the participant’s separation.

**B.4** Information provided by or in respect of a participant or beneficiary under the Regulations or these Rules shall not be disclosed without written consent or authorization by the participant or beneficiary concerned, except in response to a court order or a request from a judicial or civil authority in the context of divorce or family maintenance obligations. In such case the Chief Executive Officer shall immediately notify the participant or beneficiary of the order or request. If after 30 days the participant or beneficiary has not acted in response to the court order or request, the Chief Executive Officer may supply the following information:

(i) amount of benefits received and in payment for a beneficiary;
(ii) accrued entitlements for an active participant; and
(iii) address of the beneficiary.

The information shall be provided by the Chief Executive Officer in a manner that clearly reflects that it is being provided on a voluntary basis and without waiver of the privileges and immunities of the organization with respect to any such order or request from the judicial or civil authorities.

**B.5** The participant shall, as soon as practicable after the commencement of participation, specify in writing, on a form provided for the purpose by the secretary of the committee, the secondary dependant, if any, or other person whom he or she designates as the beneficiary in the event of a benefit becoming payable under article 37 or 38 of the Regulations by reason of the participant’s death in service without a surviving spouse or child entitled to a benefit; any changes thereafter in such designation shall similarly be specified by the participant in writing.

**B.6**

(a) A participant who is separated from the service of one member organization and enters the service of another without an interruption in the continuity of employment shall, subject to article 21 of the Regulations, remain a participant in the Fund; where such continuity has been interrupted, participation shall be in accordance with article 21 of the Regulations.

(b) A participant who is separated from the service of a member organization and who again becomes a participant in the Fund in accordance with article 21(a) of the Regulations within 12 months after such separation and without a benefit having been paid shall continue in participation in accordance with article 21(b). In calculating the period between the dates of separation and re-entry into participation under article 21(a) no recognition shall be given to any intervening non-contributory service even if subsequently validated under article 23.
SECTION C
MEDICAL EXAMINATION

C.1 In accordance with article 41(a) of the Regulations, a medical examination shall be carried out of each participant by the medical officer of the member organization by which he or she is employed, or a medical practitioner designated by the medical officer, prior to or as early as may be practicable after the commencement of participation.

C.2 The examination shall be conducted in such manner as to determine whether or not the participant meets the medical standards, and may be waived if the participant has undergone a medical examination within twelve months prior to the commencement of participation the results of which are acceptable to the medical officer.

C.3 A participant whose entitlements are restricted under article 41(b) of the Regulations shall, upon undergoing a medical examination as provided in rules C.1 and C.2 above, be accorded his or her full entitlements.

SECTION D
CONTRIBUTIONS AND INTEREST

D.1 Contributions as specified in column B in article 25(a) of the Regulations shall be deducted monthly by the member organization from the salary and emoluments of each of its participants in pay status and remitted in dollars to the Fund; however, to the extent required for the payment of benefits in local currencies, the Chief Executive Officer may accept that a member organization remit its monthly contributions in a specific local currency rather than in dollars (applying the United Nations operational rate of exchange in effect when the organization's contribution is remitted). The contributions of a participant in partial pay status shall be on the basis of his or her full pensionable remuneration.

D.2 Contributions for the purpose of validation, restoration, or the accrual of contributory service during leave without pay shall be made in dollars in accordance with sections E, F and G below.

D.3 (a) Interest shall accrue each year or part of a year on a participant's contributions to the Fund; interest shall not, however, accrue in any year on contributions made during that year.

(b) For the purpose of accrual of interest under article 25(b), (c), (d) or (e), article 31 and article 38(c) of the Regulations, the interest shall be calculated to the end of each financial year and compounded annually at that date.

(c) In the calculation of interest, periods of less than one calendar month shall, if they amount to fifteen days or more, be treated as one month, and if they amount to less than fifteen days, be disregarded.

(d) For the purpose of calculating monthly installments, including interest, for the amortization of amounts due under article 25(d), the interest shall be compounded annually.
D.4 Remittance of the contributions under article 25 shall be made monthly and received by the Fund not later than on the second working day of the following month.

D.5 The Fund shall be compensated for any loss resulting from delays in receipt of the contributions under D.4 above.

D.6 The financial year of the Fund shall be the period 1 January to 31 December inclusive.

SECTION E
VALIDATION OF NON-CONTRIBUTORY SERVICE

E.1 A participant who elects to validate non-contributory service under article 23(a) of the Regulations shall give notice in writing of such election to the secretary of the staff pension committee of the member organization by which he or she is employed, not later than one year after the commencement of participation and in any case prior to the date of separation if earlier. The participant shall state in such notice the total period or periods of service which to his or her knowledge are open to validation.

E.2 (a) The secretary of the committee, if satisfied that the conditions of article 23(a) have been fulfilled, shall notify the participant in writing of the contributions which would have been payable by the participant had the service been contributory, with interest to the date of the notice of election.

(b) The contribution of the member organization shall be twice the amount under (a) above.

E.3 The participant shall remit the amount due under E.2 above in a lump sum to the member organization within ninety days of the date of the notification, or prior to the date of separation if earlier, failing which the right to validate shall be deemed to be cancelled.

E.4 (a) A beneficiary who elects to validate on behalf of a deceased participant under article 23(b) of the Regulations shall give notice in the manner and within the period specified in rule E.1 above; such beneficiary shall be notified of the amount due in accordance with rule E.2 and shall remit such amount in a lump sum to the member organization within ninety days of the date of notification.

(b) In the event that a participant dies after having elected to validate under E.1 above, but before the amount due has been remitted under rule E.3, a beneficiary empowered to make an election on behalf of the participant under article 23(b) shall be entitled, upon notice in writing to the secretary of the committee prior to payment of the benefit, to make such remittance in a lump sum within ninety days of the date of notification to such beneficiary by the secretary of the amount due.

(c) Failure by a beneficiary to comply with the provisions of (a) or (b) above shall be deemed to cancel his or her rights under article 23(b).

E.5 A former participant who, during a period of participation, does not validate the non-contributory service then open to validation shall not, by virtue of a new period of participation, be entitled to validate such service.
SECTION F
RESTORATION OF PRIOR CONTRIBUTORY SERVICE

F.1 A participant who elects to restore prior contributory service as a former participant under article 24(a) of the Regulations shall give notice in writing of such election to the secretary of the staff pension committee of the member organization by which he or she is employed not later than one year after the re-commencement of participation and in any case prior to the date of separation if earlier.

F.2 (a) The secretary of the committee, if satisfied that the conditions of article 24(a) have been fulfilled, shall ascertain from the Chief Executive Officer the periods of prior contributory service of the participant, together with the amount of the withdrawal settlement received under article 31(b)(i) and the interest thereon to the date of the notice of election, and shall notify the participant in writing of the total amount due.

(b) The amount due from the member organization shall be the amount of the refund, if any, received by it under article 26 of the Regulations in force on 31 December 1982 with interest as in (a) above.

F.3 The participant shall make, or commence, payment of the amount within ninety days of the date of the notification by the secretary under rule F.2 above, either

(a) In full in a lump sum; or

(b) In equal monthly installments, with interest, over a period no longer than half the length of the prior contributory service elected to be restored, provided that the total amount due shall be payable prior to the date of the participant’s separation.

F.4 (a) Payment shall be made, in accordance with the method selected by the participant under rule F.3 above, by remittance to the organization within the time-limits applicable.

(b) In the event of default in the payment of a lump sum or the first payment of an installment, the right of the participant to restoration shall be deemed to be cancelled; in the event of default thereafter, the participant shall be given notice in writing by the secretary of the committee to effect payment within ninety days, failing which the right to restoration shall similarly be deemed to be cancelled.

(c) A participant whose right to restoration is cancelled shall be refunded forthwith the payments already made, with accrued interest, and shall forfeit any further right to such restoration.

F.5 A beneficiary who elects to restore on behalf of a deceased participant under article 24(e) of the Regulations, or to make or complete the remittances due by a participant who had so elected prior to his or her death, shall be bound, mutatis mutandis, by the provisions of rule E.4 above.
SECTION G
LEAVE WITHOUT PAY

G.1 A participant who wishes contributory service to accrue in terms of article 22(b) of the Regulations in respect of leave without pay shall make arrangements with the member organization by which he or she is employed for the full contributions to be remitted to the Fund concurrently with such leave in the same manner as contributions due in respect of a participant in pay status.

G.2 A participant to whom the provisions of article 25(b)(ii) apply shall remit to the organization the amounts due in respect of a period of leave without pay prior to the date of separation and, in any case, not later than within one year after the resumption of pay status.

G.3 At participant’s request, notification of the amount due under rule G.2 above shall be provided by the secretary of the staff pension committee of the organization from which he or she was granted leave without pay.

G.4 The provisions of section G of the Administrative Rules in force on 31 December 1982 shall continue to apply to leave without pay which commenced prior to 1 January 1983.

G.5 However, participants whose leave without pay commenced prior to 1 January 1983 may, at their option, pay contributions concurrently for the unexpired portion of such leave remaining after 1 January 1983.

G.6 Participants who avail themselves of the option under rule G.5 above may, at the same time, choose to pay the amounts due for the prior period of leave without pay.

G.7 Extensions of leave without pay which commenced prior to 1 January 1983 granted after 1 January 1983 shall be treated in accordance with the provisions applicable to leave without pay commencing after that date.

SECTION H
DETERMINATIONS OF INCAPACITY AND INABILITY TO ENGAGE IN GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT

General

H.1 (a) The determination of incapacity for the purpose of disability benefits under article 33(a) and (b) of the Regulations and of children's and secondary dependants' benefits under article 36(b) and (c) shall, by virtue of powers hereby delegated in accordance with article 4(c), be made in each case by the staff pension committee of the organization by which the participant is employed, subject to the provision that, failing unanimity, a determination with respect to a disability benefit shall be referred to the Standing Committee for decision.

(b) For entitlement to a disability benefit, the incapacity for further service must be found to exist or to have existed on the participant's date of separation.

H.2 In each case in which a staff pension committee has determined that a participant or a child is incapacitated, or in which a determination with respect to a disability benefit has been referred to the Standing Committee for decision, the medical officer of the organization shall transmit a report on
the medical aspects of the case to the Medical Consultant, who shall in turn report thereon as may be required by the Secretary of the Board.

**Disability benefits (article 33)**

**H.3** A request for a determination by the staff pension committee under article 33(a) of the Regulations shall be made by the organization:

(a) Whenever during, or on the expiry of, the appointment of a participant there is reason to believe that he or she may be incapacitated within the meaning of article 33(a); or

(b) Whenever a participant is placed, or is proposed to be placed, on leave without pay for reasons of health; or

(c) Whenever the appointment of a participant is terminated, or is proposed to be terminated, for reasons of health.

**H.4** A determination under article 33(a) shall be made by the staff pension committee at the request of a participant:

(a) Whenever the organization has not acted in accordance with rule H.3 above; or

(b) Whenever a participant alleges that on the date of separation he or she was incapacitated within the meaning of article 33(a).

**H.5** (a) The request shall be in writing, addressed to the secretary of the committee, and in the case of a participant shall be made not later than four months after the date of separation or commencement of leave without pay, unless in the opinion of the committee there are exceptional circumstances justifying submission of the request at a later date.

(b) The request shall state the material facts on which the organization or the participant relies and the conclusions which are deduced therefrom, and shall be accompanied where practicable by a report from the medical officer of the organization, or a medical practitioner retained by the participant, as the case may be.

(c) The organization or the participant submitting the request, may be required by the committee to provide further evidence or information thereon prior to a determination being reached.

**H.6** (a) A determination that a participant is incapacitated within the meaning of article 33(a) shall, until the participant reaches age fifty-five, be reviewed by the committee from time to time for the purpose of establishing the participant’s continued eligibility for a disability benefit, in accordance with article 33(b).

(b) The date for each such review shall be set by the committee, having regard to the opinion of the medical officer of the organization on the prospects for the participant’s recovery, and in such manner that the interval between reviews does not normally exceed three years; the
committee may nevertheless review a determination at an earlier date than that set for the review if there is reason to believe that the participant is no longer incapacitated.

(c) The participant shall be informed in writing by the secretary of the committee of the date or interval set for the review in each case and shall, as and when required, submit to a medical examination by the medical officer, or a medical practitioner designated by the medical officer, for the purpose of providing evidence enabling the committee to reach a further determination on the continuance or otherwise of the participant’s incapacity.

(d) Upon review, the committee shall continue a disability benefit if it determines that the participant remains incapacitated; it may suspend or discontinue a benefit if the participant has failed to submit to a medical examination when required to do so, or if the results of a medical examination are inconclusive; it may impose on the participant the fulfillment of a condition precedent to the continuation of a benefit or the removal of a suspension; and it shall discontinue a benefit when the evidence before it shows beyond reasonable doubt that the participant is no longer incapacitated, provided that a benefit so discontinued may be re-instated by the committee if it is satisfied, upon further evidence, that the participant was in fact incapacitated.

H.7  (a) A disability benefit which is suspended or discontinued shall cease to be paid at the end of the third complete month after the month in which the decision was taken.

(b) A disability benefit which is re-instated after suspension or discontinuance shall re-commence from the date on which it ceased to be paid, unless the committee, after a review of the circumstances of the case, decides that it shall re-commence from a later date.

Disabled children's (and brother's or sister's) benefits [article 36(b) and (c)]

H.8 A determination under article 36(b) or (c) of the Regulations shall be made by the staff pension committee whenever the child, or the brother or sister, of a participant, eligible in other respects for a child's or secondary dependant's benefit, claims, or is claimed, to be incapacitated by illness or injury for substantial gainful employment:

(a) Upon reaching the age of 21, if immediately prior thereto a child's or a secondary dependant’s benefit was payable, as the case may be;

(b) Upon the death in service or entitlement to a retirement or disability benefit of the participant, if the child is then over the age of 21;

(c) Upon the entitlement of the participant to an early retirement benefit. However, a child under the age of 21 shall be considered to be disabled only if the child would have been considered to be such had he or she been 21 years of age on the date of the participant’s separation;

(d) Upon the death of a participant entitled to a retirement, early retirement, or disability benefit, if a brother or sister is then over the age of 21 and is claimed to have been incapacitated at the date of the participant’s separation.

H.9 The claim shall be made in writing, addressed to the secretary of the committee, by or on behalf of the child or secondary dependant, and shall be accompanied by a report from a medical
practitioner on the nature of the illness or injury and the extent, if any, to which gainful employment is possible; in the case of rule H.8(b) above, the report shall be submitted by the medical officer of the organization.

H.10 A determination that a child or secondary dependant is incapacitated within the meaning of article 36(b) or (c) shall be reviewed, mutatis mutandis, in accordance with the provisions applicable to disability benefits in rules H.6 and H.7 above, save that the intervals between reviews may exceed three years.

SECTION I
ENTITLEMENT TO BENEFITS

I.1 Entitlement to a benefit shall, subject to rules I.3 and I.4 below but without further action by an organ of the Fund other than as may be required to determine eligibility for a disability or incapacitated child's benefit under these Rules, vest in a participant and in the child of a participant on the day succeeding the last day of contributory service; it shall vest in the widow, widower, secondary dependant, designated beneficiaries or estate of a participant on the day succeeding the day of the participant’s death in service, and on the first day of the month succeeding the death if the participant died while in receipt of a periodic benefit.

I.2 Entitlement to a benefit under article 36(a) of the Regulations shall continue to the end of the month in which the child marries or reaches the age of twenty-one.

I.3 Entitlement shall be subject to certification by the Chief Executive Officer of the Fund, in accordance with article 7(c), that the conditions for payment of the benefit have been fulfilled; the Chief Executive Officer shall refer to the Standing Committee for decision any case which is not so certified.

I.4 Where, in the case of a disability benefit, a period of leave in pay status has succeeded a period of leave without pay for reasons of health, entitlement to the benefit shall vest as though the paid leave of the participant had been continuous.

I.5 In no circumstances shall more than one child's benefit be payable in respect of any one child. Where entitlement to more than one child's benefit would otherwise exist in respect of a child, the child's benefit that is largest shall be payable.

SECTION J
COMPUTATION AND PAYMENT OF BENEFITS

J.1 The member organization by which a participant is employed shall, upon separation, inform the secretary of the staff pension committee of the participant’s last day of service and shall furnish such further information as the secretary may require for the purpose of computing the entitlements under the Regulations.

J.2 (a) The participant shall specify in writing, on a form provided for the purpose by the secretary of the committee, the benefit and any commutation thereof elected in accordance with the Regulations, instructions with respect to the method, currency and the banking or other institution, if
such be the case, to which payment should be made on account of the participant. Subsequent changes in the election of benefits by the participant shall not be accepted unless:

(i) No payment has yet been made by the Fund; and
(ii) In the case of a deferred retirement benefit, in addition to meeting the condition under subparagraph (i) above, no letter of entitlement has yet been sent by the Fund.

(b) In the case of a participant who separates on or after 31 December 1984, or whose deferred retirement benefit commences after 31 December 1984, payment of the periodic benefit shall be made monthly in arrears. Payment of the periodic benefits of all other participants and of their beneficiaries shall be made monthly in advance.

(c) In the case of a participant whose remuneration under the terms of appointment was expressed in a currency other than dollars and who selects such currency for the payment of a withdrawal settlement under article 31(b)(i), the Chief Executive Officer shall be authorized [as an incident of making payment under article 47(b)] to make such payment at a rate of exchange which will ensure that the amount paid to the participant shall not be less than the amount deducted from his remuneration for the purpose of article 25, without interest.

(d) In the event of a discrepancy in the amount of a benefit paid in full in a lump sum, whether due to an error or to amendment or revision in data reported to the Fund, a correction shall be made if the discrepancy exceeds 25 dollars.

(e) Benefits payable under the Regulations to the children of a participant shall, unless there are exceptional circumstances, be paid on their behalf to the participant and, upon the participant’s death, to the surviving parent or legal guardian of each child, in accordance, mutatis mutandis, with (a), (b), (c) and (d) above.

J.3 The participant shall at the same time, where there is a prospect that a benefit may become payable under article 37 or 38 of the Regulations, specify similarly the secondary dependant or other person designated as the beneficiary, as the case may be; in the absence of such designation, payment shall be made in accordance with the designation of the participant under rule B.5 above.

J.4 The contributory service of a participant which is used as a multiple to obtain the rate or amount of any particular benefit shall be calculated in years and fractions of years, each complete calendar month being deemed equal to one twelfth of a year, and the total number of days comprised in the incomplete calendar months being apportioned by the addition of one month for each thirty days or part thereof of fifteen days or longer; a residual period of less than fifteen days shall be disregarded.

J.5 The contributory service of a participant which is used to determine eligibility for a benefit shall be calculated according to the actual years, months and days comprised therein; for the purpose of determining the final average remuneration, incomplete months shall be disregarded except as provided in article 1(h).

J.6 The contributory service of a participant shall not include unused annual leave accrued at the date of separation, for which compensation is paid, or any period in respect of which payment is made in lieu of notice of termination.
J.7 The age of a participant shall be calculated in years and fractions of years from the date of birth to the date of separation, in accordance with the method prescribed for the calculation of contributory service in J.4 above; a participant shall nevertheless not be considered to have reached age fifty-five, age sixty or age sixty-two until his or her fifty-fifth, sixtieth or sixty-second birthday, as the case may be, shall have elapsed.

J.8 The participant, and any person entitled through the participant to a periodic benefit from the Fund, shall be required from time to time to furnish, to the satisfaction of the Chief Executive Officer, proof that the participant, and any person on whose behalf a benefit is paid, remains alive and, as the case may be, unmarried; the Chief Executive Officer may, in his or her discretion, suspend payment of a benefit pending the receipt of such proof.

J.9 (a) Any payments made by the Fund to a participant, beneficiary of a participant or third person otherwise than in accordance with the Regulations of the Fund may be deducted from any future benefits payable to or on account of the participant under these Regulations or may be recovered directly from the person or estate of the person to whom any such payments were made. The Chief Executive Officer may, where such an overpayment had been attributable to the submission of incorrect information to the Fund, recover interest, as well as administrative costs of 10 per cent of the overpayment.

(b) The Chief Executive Officer may, where appropriate, waive recovery of all or part of an indebtedness to the Fund. Such waivers shall be reported to the Standing Committee annually;

(c) Two years after discovery by the Fund that any such payments were made, the Chief Executive Officer, in accordance with procedures in the Administration Manual, may deem that the amounts of such payments are unrecoverable and may authorize that such amounts be written off as uncollectible indebtedness to the Fund.

SECTION K
REVIEW AND APPEAL

General

K.1 The staff pension committee of each member organization shall, at the instance of any person who is entitled to submit an application under article 48 of the Regulations, review any decision taken by it or by its secretary in the exercise of powers conferred by the Regulations or these Rules.

K.2 The Standing Committee, acting on behalf of the Board, shall in like manner review any decision taken by it under rule H.1 above in which the medical conclusions are in dispute, any decision referred to it under rule K.6 below, and any decision by the Secretary of the Board which is not otherwise subject to review.

K.3 The decision shall, upon review, be either confirmed, rescinded, or varied to the extent necessary to bring it into conformity with the Regulations and these Rules.

K.4 An appeal shall lie to the Standing Committee, acting on behalf of the Board, from the decision of a staff pension committee taken upon review, and to the United Nations Administrative Tribunal,
in accordance with article 48 of the Regulations, from the decision of the Standing Committee taken either upon appeal as above or upon review under rule K.2 above.

**Procedure for review**

**K.5** A review shall be initiated by delivery to the secretary of the staff pension committee, or to the Secretary of the Board if the review is by the Standing Committee, within ninety days of receipt of notification of the disputed decision, of a notice in writing stating the points of fact or of law contained in the decision which are disputed, and the grounds upon which the request for the review is founded; the staff pension committee, or the Standing Committee as the case may be, may nevertheless, upon good cause shown, accept for review a request notice of which was delivered after the expiry of the period prescribed above.

**K.6** A review by a staff pension committee shall, unless rule K.7 below applies, be completed within sixty days of the delivery of the notice prescribed under rule K.5 above, failing which the request shall be referred by the secretary to the Secretary of the Board and the review shall thereupon be made instead by the Standing Committee on behalf of the Board.

**K.7** (a) Where the outcome of the review turns in whole or in part on the medical conclusions on which the disputed decision was based, the staff pension committee, or the Standing Committee as the case may be, shall obtain the advice of a medical board on the correctness or otherwise of such conclusions before proceeding with the review.

(b) The medical board shall consist of a medical practitioner selected by the participant or person requesting the review, the medical officer of the organization or a medical practitioner designated by him or her, and a third medical practitioner selected in agreement by the former two who shall not be the medical officer of a member organization; the board shall undertake such further examination of the medical conclusions at issue, and/or of the person who is the subject of the review, as it considers desirable, and shall report its conclusions in writing to the staff pension committee or the Standing Committee, as the case may be, which shall thereupon proceed with the review.

(c) If the decision resulting from the review varies the disputed decision, the medical fees and expenses of the medical board shall be borne by the Fund; if the disputed decision is confirmed, the medical fees and expenses of the practitioner selected by the participant or person requesting the review and half the medical fees and expenses of the third practitioner shall be borne by the applicant and the remainder by the Fund; indebtedness by a participant under this rule may be recovered in accordance with article 43 of the Regulations.

**Procedure for appeal**

**K.8** (a) An appeal to the Standing Committee, acting on behalf of the Board, from the decision of a staff pension committee taken upon review shall be initiated by delivery to the Secretary of the Board, within sixty days of notification of the decision appealed against, of a notice in writing stating the points of fact or of law contained in the decision which are disputed, and the grounds upon which the appeal is founded; the Standing Committee may nevertheless, upon good cause shown, agree to consider an appeal notice of which was delivered after the expiry of the period prescribed above.
(b) An appeal to the United Nations Administrative Tribunal from the decision of the Standing Committee, acting on behalf of the Board, shall be in accordance with the Statute and Rules of the Tribunal.

SECTION L
TRANSFER AGREEMENT

L.1 A participant in the Fund may avail himself or herself of the provisions of any agreement entered into by the Fund for the purpose of securing continuity of pension rights under article 13 of the Regulations of the Fund, in accordance with the terms of the relevant agreement.
Annex II

RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE
UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION FUND

The following Rules of Procedure have been approved under article 4(b) of the Regulations by the Standing Committee on behalf of the Board:

SECTION A
UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION BOARD

A.1 In accordance with article 5 of the Regulations, the Board shall be composed as indicated in appendix 1 below. The Board shall meet in regular session not less frequently than once in every two years at a time and place to be decided by the Board or its Standing Committee.

A.2 Before each regular session of the Board, the secretaries of the staff pension committees shall notify the Secretary of the Board of the names of the persons appointed by the committees as members and alternate members of the Board in accordance with article 5. They shall remain accredited until the next regular session of the Board unless the Secretary of the Board is notified that a committee has made a change in its representation.

A.3 Special sessions of the Board shall be held upon the decision of the Board or of the Standing Committee, or at the request of a majority of the members of the Board. The time and place of a special session shall be decided by the Standing Committee.

A.4 All sessions of the Board shall be convened by the Secretary. Items which are proposed by any member of the Board or by any staff pension committee, at least one month before the beginning of a regular session or fourteen days before the beginning of a special session, shall be placed by the Secretary on the provisional agenda and communicated to each member of the Board and to the secretaries of the committees accompanied by the necessary documentation. Other items may be added to the agenda either at the beginning of a session or during a session if the Board so decides.

A.5 Subject to the provisions of the Regulations and of these Rules, the Board shall adopt its own procedures. A majority of the members of the Board, including alternate members attending in the absence of members, shall constitute a quorum, provided that not less than three members from each of the three following groups are present:

(a) The General Assembly of the United Nations and the corresponding bodies of the other member organizations;

(b) The competent authorities of member organizations;

(c) The participants.

A.6 Decisions of the Board shall be taken by a majority of the members present and voting.
A.7 At the opening of each regular session, the Board shall elect a chairman and two vice-chairmen who shall preside at the meetings of the Board until their successors are elected.

A.8 A report of each session of the Board shall be prepared under the responsibility of the Secretary and approved by the Board. It shall be distributed as soon as possible to all members of the Board through the secretaries of the staff pension committees.

A.9 Attendance at Board sessions shall be limited to:

(a) The members of the Board;

(b) One alternate member for each member of the Board, except that for the United Nations the number of alternate members shall be limited to the alternate members of the United Nations Staff Pension Committee elected or appointed in accordance with article 6(a) of the Regulations;

(c) For member organizations with one or two members on the Board, one representative from each group referred to in A.5 above which is not entitled to a member seat at that Board session;

(d) One representative for each member organization without a member seat on the Board;

(e) Four representatives, and two alternates, for the Federation of Associations of Former International Civil Servants (FAFICS);

(f) One observer for each organization or organ invited by the Board to attend the session;

(g) In an ex officio capacity, the secretaries of the staff pension committees of member organizations and members of the Fund's secretariat designated by the Secretary of the Board.

A.10 The representatives referred to in A.9(c), (d) and (e) above shall be accorded the rights of members, except the right to vote. The observers and ex officio participants referred to in A.9(f) and (g) shall have the right to speak with the permission of the Chairman.

A.11 The meetings of the Board shall be held in private. The records and all correspondence of the Board shall be private and kept in the care of the Secretary of the Board.

SECTION B
STANDING COMMITTEE

B.1 At each regular session the Board shall appoint a Standing Committee composed of fifteen members (together with one alternate member for each of them) elected from the members and alternate members of the Board or of staff pension committees. The representational distribution shall be as indicated in appendix 2 below.

B.2 Whenever between sessions of the Board a member or alternate member of the Standing Committee resigns or ceases to be a member or alternate member of a staff pension committee,
another member or alternate member shall be appointed by the committee to which the former
member or alternate member belonged, to serve till the next regular session of the Board.

B.3 At its first session following the regular session of the Board, the Standing Committee shall
elect a chairman and two vice-chairmen who shall serve until a new Standing Committee has been
appointed by the Board.

B.4 The Standing Committee shall act, when necessary, on behalf of the Board when the Board is
not in session. It shall decide individual cases referred to it, exercise a general control on the
operations of the Fund and perform such additional specific functions as may from time to time be
assigned to it by the Board. The Standing Committee may on its own initiative and shall at the
request of the Board or of any staff pension committee initiate preparatory work on any policy
questions to the end that such questions be effectively considered by the Board.

B.5 The Standing Committee shall submit a report to the Board at each regular session on action
taken by it since the previous regular session.

B.6 Meetings of the Standing Committee shall be convened by the Secretary upon the instructions
of the Chairman, after consultation with its members.

B.7 Records of all meetings of the Standing Committee shall be prepared under the responsibility
of the Secretary and approved by the Committee. They shall be distributed as soon as possible
to the members of the Standing Committee through the secretaries of the staff pension committees.

B.8 A majority of the members of the Standing Committee, including alternate members attending
in the absence of members, shall constitute a quorum, provided that the three groups comprising a
committee under the provisions of article 6 of the Regulations are each represented by not less than
two members. Decisions of the Standing Committee shall be taken by a majority of the members
present and voting.

B.9 Attendance at meetings of the Standing Committee shall be limited to:

(I) (a) The members of the Standing Committee;

(b) One alternate member for each member of the Standing Committee;

(c) One representative from each group referred to in B.8 above of an organization or
group of organizations which, due to the rotation of seats among such groups, is not entitled to a
member seat at that meeting of the Standing Committee;

(d) One representative for each member organization without a member seat on the Board;

(e) Two representatives, and two alternates, for FAFICS;

(f) One observer for each organization or organ invited to attend meetings of the Standing
Committee;
(g) In an *ex officio* capacity, the secretaries of the staff pension committees of member organizations and members of the Fund's secretariat designated by the Secretary of the Board.

(II) (a) In any year when the Board does not sit in regular session, attendance at the meeting of the Standing Committee which is held in lieu of the session of the Board shall be as provided above, with the addition of an extra representative from each organization who belongs to a group referred to in B.8 above which is not otherwise entitled to a member, alternate, or representative at that meeting;

(b) In cases where the agenda of a meeting of the Standing Committee is limited to consideration of review and appeal cases under Section K of the Administrative Rules, attendance shall be limited to members and any alternate member attending in the absence of a member.

B.10 The representatives referred to in rule B.9(I)(c), (d) and (e) and B.9(II)(a) above shall be accorded the rights of members, except the right to vote. The observers and *ex officio* participants referred to in rule B.9(I)(f) and (g) above shall have the right to speak with the permission of the Chairman.

B.11 The meetings of the Standing Committee shall be held in private. The records and all correspondence of the Committee shall be private and kept in the care of the Secretary of the Board.

**SECTION C**

**STAFF PENSION COMMITTEES**

C.1 The composition of the staff pension committee of each member organization shall be in accordance with the provisions of article 6 of the Regulations. Each committee shall hold at least one regular meeting each year. Special meetings shall be held either at the decision of the chairman, at the request of the competent authority or at the request in writing of three members.

C.2 A majority of the members entitled to be present shall constitute a quorum, provided that the three groups comprising the committee under the provisions of article 6 are represented. Subject to administrative rule H.1, decisions of the committee shall be taken by a majority of the members present and voting.

C.3 Each committee shall elect a chairman at its first regular session of each year.

C.4 Each committee may appoint a standing committee to transact current business when the committee is not in session. Each of the three groups comprising the committee shall be represented on the standing committee. Any action taken by the standing committee shall be reported to the committee at its following session.

C.5 Records of all meetings of the committee and its standing committee shall be prepared under the responsibility of the secretary of the committee. They shall be approved by the committee and distributed as soon as possible to all members of the committee and to the Secretary of the Board.

C.6 Subject to the provisions of the Regulations and of these Rules, each committee shall regulate its own procedures.
C.7 Upon the recommendation of each committee, the competent authority of each member organization shall appoint a secretary and may appoint a deputy secretary to the committee.

C.8 The meetings of the committees shall be held in private. The records and all correspondence of the committee shall be private and kept in the care of the secretary of the committee.

C.9 Communications between participants and the Chief Executive Officer of the Fund shall normally be made through the secretaries of committees, but any participant may, if circumstances warrant, communicate directly with the Chief Executive Officer, who shall inform whenever appropriate the secretary of the committee.

C.10 Each committee may delegate to its secretary, subject to such procedure for supervision and reporting as the committee may consider appropriate, the power of acting on its behalf in connection with all straightforward individual cases, except those involving disability.

SECTION D
MEDICAL CONSULTANT

D.1 The Board or the Standing Committee shall appoint a Medical Consultant, who shall assist the Board in all medical questions.

D.2 In order to ensure the uniform application of the medical standards prescribed by the Board, the Medical Consultant and the medical officers of the member organizations shall maintain continuous and regular contact. The medical officers of the member organizations may be invited by the Medical Consultant to furnish information on the manner in which these medical standards are being applied by them and shall, when requested, furnish to the Medical Consultant the relevant medical information as determined by the Medical Consultant.

D.3 The Medical Consultant shall prepare, for each regular session of the Board, a report on the application of the medical standards prescribed by the Board and on medical information affecting the granting of benefits from the Fund.
## Appendix 1

### COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>NO. OF MEMBERS</th>
<th>COMPOSITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I. UNITED NATIONS | 12 | UNITED NATIONS STAFF PENSION COMMITTEE  
4 from members elected by the General Assembly  
4 from members appointed by the Secretary-General  
4 from members elected by the participants |
| II. FAO | 3 | FAO STAFF PENSION COMMITTEE  
1 from members elected by the Governing Body  
1 from members appointed by the Director-General  
1 from members elected by the participants |
| WHO | 3 | WHO STAFF PENSION COMMITTEE  
1 from members elected by the Governing Body  
1 from members appointed by the Director-General  
1 from members elected by the participants |
| III. UNESCO | 2 | STAFF PENSION COMMITTEES IN GROUPS III, IV AND V  
5 from members elected by the Governing Bodies |
| ILO | 1.5 |  |
| IAEA | 2 |  |
| IV. UNIDO | 1 |  |
| WIPO | 1.5 |  |
| ICAO | 1.5 |  |
| ITU | 1 |  |
| V. WMO | 1 |  |
| IMO | 1 |  |
| IFAD | 1 |  |
| 5 from members elected by the participants |
## Appendix 2

### COMPOSITION OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>NO. OF MEMBERS</th>
<th>COMPOSITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I. UNITED NATIONS | 6 | UNITED NATIONS STAFF PENSION COMMITTEE  
2 from members elected by the General Assembly  
2 from members appointed by the Secretary-General  
2 from members elected by the participants |
| II. WHO | 1.5 | Staff Pension Committees in Groups II, III, IV and V  
3 from members elected by Governing Bodies |
| FAO | 1.5 | |
| III. UNESCO | 1 | 3 from members appointed by the Chief Executive Officers |
| ILO | 1 | |
| IAEA | 1 | |
| IV. UNIDO/WIPO | 1 | 3 from members elected by the Participants |
| ICAO/ITU | 1 | |
| V. WMO/IMO/IFAD | 1 | |
The Pension Adjustment System of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly by resolution 37/131 of 17 December 1982 and has been amended by the Assembly a number of times since then, following recommendations made by the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board.

Appendix - Special Index for Pensioners
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1. Pension adjustment is intended to ensure that, subject to paragraph 23 below, a periodic benefit payable by the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund never falls below the "real" value of its United States dollar amount and to preserve its purchasing power as initially established in the currency of the recipient's country of residence.

2. The "real" value of a United States dollar amount is the base amount as determined under the Regulations of the Fund, adjusted over time for movements of the United States consumer price index (CPI), while the purchasing power of a recipient's benefit, once established in local currency, is preserved by adjusting it for movements of the consumer price index in the recipient's country of residence.

3. The operation of the Pension Adjustment System involves keeping a record of two amounts for a beneficiary:

   (a) one in United States dollars, which is adjusted periodically to reflect changes in the United States CPI;

   (b) the other, if applicable, in local currency, which is adjusted periodically to reflect changes in the CPI in the beneficiary's country of residence.

B. BENEFITS INVOLVED

4. Except as otherwise noted (e.g., in paragraphs 5(d), 10 and 27 below with regard to deferred retirement benefits), the Pension Adjustment System applies to retirement, early retirement, deferred retirement, disability, widow's, widower's, child's and secondary dependant’s periodic benefits. It does not apply to withdrawal or other lump-sum payments, including those derived from the partial or total commutation of a periodic benefit, nor does it apply to any benefit arising from voluntary deposits. Adjustments operate on benefits based on standard, minimum and maximum formulae, including those that are based on flat dollar amounts.

C. DETERMINATION OF BASE AMOUNTS

5. The two base amounts for beneficiaries are determined as follows:

   (a) A dollar base amount is established on the basis of the basic pension determined in accordance with the Regulations of the Fund and excluding, where necessary, any portion elected under the commutation provisions of the Regulations, but reflecting, where applicable, any special adjustment determined under section E below.

   (b) A local currency base amount is calculated for the country of residence established pursuant to section N below, as follows:

      (i) A cost-of-living differential factor is established for the country of residence and the month of separation in accordance with section D below. This factor is applied to that portion of the final average remuneration which does not exceed the
pensionable remuneration, on the date of separation, in the scale referred to in
article 54(b) of the Regulations, at the top step of the grades set out below:

P-2: for separations before 1 April 1992;
P-4: for separations on or after 1 April 1992;

for disability benefits commencing after 1 January 1991 and for other
benefits derived therefrom; and for survivors' and other benefits due to deaths
in service of participants occurring on or after 1 January 1991. The resulting
amount is added to the final average remuneration;

(ii) A notional dollar base amount is established on the basis of the adjusted final
average remuneration as per (i) above and in accordance with the Regulations,
excluding that percentage of the base pension which was commuted into a lump
sum;

(iii) The local currency amount is then derived by applying to item (ii) the average,
computed over the 36 consecutive calendar months up to and including the month
of separation, of the exchange rates between the United States dollar and the
currency of the country of residence.

(c) For beneficiaries to whom the interim and transitional measures set out in section P
below apply, the local currency base amount calculated in (b) above shall be subject to the
minimum determined in accordance with section P below.

(d) The cost-of-living differential factor in subparagraph 5(b)(i) above shall not apply to
deferred retirement benefits.

D. COST-OF-LIVING DIFFERENTIAL FACTORS

6. The cost-of-living differential factor referred to in subparagraph 5(b)(i) above is computed
as follows:

(a) For participants in the Professional and higher categories:

(i) The excess, if any, of the number of classes of post adjustment in the country of
residence over that of New York is determined for each of the 36 consecutive
calendar months up to and including the month of separation. In this process,
partial classes are converted to decimal fractions (rounded to two places) of
complete classes;

(ii) A 36-month average excess of post adjustment classes is then computed by
averaging the 36 individual results (including those months, if any, when there
was no excess);

(iii) If there is more than one post adjustment classification for the country of
residence, the one producing the highest 36-month average excess is used. If there
is no post adjustment classification, the classification of another country with
comparable cost of living is substituted, under a procedure to be developed jointly by the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board and the International Civil Service Commission;

(iv) The applicable cost-of-living differential factor is finally derived from the following applicable table, the result being interpolated, when necessary, between the factors applicable for two exact numbers of classes of post adjustment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Separations before 1 April 1992</th>
<th>36-month average excess of post adjustment classes over that of New York</th>
<th>Cost-of-living differential factor (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 or more</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separations on or after 1 April 1992; disability benefits commencing after 1 January 1991 and other benefits derived therefrom; and survivors' and other benefits due to deaths in service occurring on or after 1 January 1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 or more</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(v) In countries where cost-of-living differential factors are applicable and where the rates of taxation are lower than the staff assessment, reduction factors, determined by the Special Index for Pensioners in accordance with the appendix hereto, shall be applied to the above cost-of-living differential factors.

b) For participants in the General Service category whose country of residence after separation is other than the country of their duty station at the time of separation:

(i) A midpoint net salary, both with and without the pensionable non-resident allowance but without the language allowance, is defined for each duty station as the average, in local currency, of the net salary at step I of the lowest level of the United Nations General Service salary scale in that duty station and the net salary at the top step of the highest level in that scale, but without taking into account the extended General Service levels;

(ii) The midpoint net salary, without the pensionable non-resident allowance, in effect during the month of separation in the duty station of the country of residence after separation is averaged with the corresponding midpoint net salary three years
earlier. If there is more than one duty station in that country, the one producing the highest average midpoint net salary is used. If there is no duty station in the country, a duty station of another country with comparable cost of living will be substituted, under a procedure to be developed jointly by the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board and the United Nations. The resulting amount is converted into United States dollars by the application of the average, computed over the 36 consecutive calendar months up to and including the month of separation, of the exchange rates between the United States dollar and the currency in which the midpoint net salary is denominated;

(iii) The midpoint net salary, with the pensionable non-resident allowance, in effect during the month of separation in the participant's duty station is averaged with the corresponding midpoint net salary three years earlier. The resulting amount is converted into United States dollars by the application of the average, computed over the 36 consecutive calendar months up to and including the month of separation, of the exchange rates between the United States dollar and the currency in which the midpoint net salary is denominated;

(iv) A ratio of midpoint net salaries is then determined by dividing the United States dollar amount in (ii) above by the United States dollar amount in (iii) above, rounding the result to two decimal places and multiplying it by 100;

(v) The applicable cost-of-living differential factor is finally derived from the following tables, the result being interpolated, where necessary, between the factors applicable to the next higher and the next lower ratio in the following applicable table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits based on separation or death in service before 1 July 1995 and other benefits derived therefrom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of midpoint net salaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(vi) The Special Index referred to in subparagraph 6(a)(v) above shall not be applied to the cost-of-living differential factors for participants from the General Service category.

(c) No cost-of-living differential factor shall be determined for participants in the General Service category whose country of residence after separation is the country of their duty station at the time of separation. In other words, no adjustment shall be made to the final average remuneration of such participants for purposes of subparagraph 5(b) above.

E. SPECIAL ADJUSTMENT FOR SMALL PENSIONS

7. Whenever the dollar amount of the standard annual rate of a retirement or a disability benefit under the Regulations of the Fund, before commutation and based on 15 or more years of contributory service, is less than the highest dollar amount in the applicable table below, the benefit shall be subject to a special adjustment as follows:
### Separations before 1 April 1993

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual amount of pension</th>
<th>Special adjustment (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$4 000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 800</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 600</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 400</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 200</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 000</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 800</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 600</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 400</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 200 or less</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Separations on or after 1 April 1993 but before 1 July 1995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual amount of pension</th>
<th>Special adjustment (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$6 500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 250</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 000</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 750</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 500</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 250</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 000</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 750</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 250</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 000</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 750</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 500</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 250</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 000</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 750 or less</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Separations on or after 1 July 1995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual amount of pension</th>
<th>Special adjustment (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$6 500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 250</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 000</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 750</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 500</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 250</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 000</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 750</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 500</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 250</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 000</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 750</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 500</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 250</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 000</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 750 or less</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. The special adjustment for an annual amount which falls between two amounts in the above tables is obtained by interpolation with the result rounded to two decimal places. The amount resulting from the application of the special adjustment is added to the dollar base amount for purposes of subparagraph 5(a) above.

9. Beneficiaries in receipt of retirement or disability benefits which commenced before 1961 and which amounted to less than $4,000 on 1 January 1982 became entitled on that date to the special adjustment specified in paragraphs 7 and 8 above, even if their benefits were based on less than 15 years of contributory service.

10. No special adjustment shall be made in the case of early or deferred retirement benefits. In the case of widow's, widower's, child's (including orphan's) and secondary dependant's benefits, a special adjustment is applied only if those benefits are derived from benefits which themselves were (or would have been) subject to a special adjustment. In that case, the special adjustment factor shall be the same as the one which had (or would have) been applied to the retirement or disability pension from which the benefit is derived.
11. Beneficiaries in receipt of retirement or disability benefits or of widow's, widower's or secondary dependant's benefits derived therefrom, who were aged 75 or over on 1 January 1982 and whose annual retirement or disability benefit on that date was below 50 per cent of the then net base salary of a staff member at grade P-1, step I, became entitled from that date to receive a thirteenth monthly payment every year. The thirteenth payment shall be calculated in such a way that the total annual benefit payable to a beneficiary above the limit is not less than the amount payable to a beneficiary just below the limit.

G. SOURCES OF DATA AFFECTING ADJUSTMENTS

12. For the purposes of subparagraph 6(a) above, the number of classes of post adjustment in a given country for a given month are taken from information provided by the International Civil Service Commission.

13. For purposes of subparagraph 6(b) above, the midpoint net salaries are determined from the United Nations General Service salary scale for the particular duty station. If the duty station has been in existence less than three years, the midpoint net salary in effect during the month of separation is averaged with the corresponding midpoint net salary at the time that the duty station was established.

14. For measuring changes in the CPI for the United States and for a particular country of residence, the index used is the official CPI for the country as a whole issued by the national Government and published in the United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. Where no such index is published in the United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics for a particular country or area, another regularly published index specified by the Statistics Division of Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations may be utilized. Once an index has been utilized to give effect to an adjustment, any subsequent amendment or correction of that index will not give rise to retroactive correction of the adjustment.

15. Because of the time-lag which exists between the date when the CPI (for any country) is published in the United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics and its effective date, the index used on a given adjustment date is that for the fourth month immediately preceding the date of the adjustment. As an example, the index applicable for the measurement of a possible adjustment on 1 April 2001 would be the index published for December 2000. However, if the applicable index is not available within two months after the adjustment date, then the latest available index prior to that of the fourth month immediately preceding the date of adjustment is utilized for the measurement of a possible adjustment effective as from the adjustment date.

16. For the purposes of subparagraphs 5(b)(iii) and 6(b)(ii) and (iii) above, and paragraphs 23 and 27 below, the official United Nations operational rates of exchange shall be used.
H. SUBSEQUENT ADJUSTMENTS OF THE BENEFIT

17. As stated in paragraph 3 above, each beneficiary's record contains a United States dollar amount and, if applicable, an amount in the currency of his or her country of residence. These amounts, having first been determined in accordance with sections C, D and E above, are subsequently adjusted on an annual basis, on 1 April in accordance with the following procedure:

(a) The dollar amount is adjusted by the ratio of the United States CPI applicable on the date of the adjustment to the United States CPI last utilized;

(b) The local currency amount is adjusted in the same manner, but using the CPI for the country of residence.

18. No adjustment is made in either the dollar amount or the local currency amount if the applicable CPI has moved by less than 2 per cent since the date of the last adjustment. The ratio of the CPI at one time to the CPI at another time is rounded to three decimal places.

19. If the applicable CPI has moved by 10 per cent or more since the date of the last adjustment, the adjustment of the dollar amount or the local currency amount, as the case may be, is made on a semi-annual basis on 1 April as stated in paragraph 17 above and also on 1 October.

20. The initial adjustments due after separation (or death, as the case may be), to both the dollar and the local currency amounts, shall be reduced by 1.5 percentage points except in the case of the benefits under section E above and the minimum benefits under the Regulations.

21. No adjustment is made on the date immediately following separation (or death as the case may be) even if such date coincides with the annual adjustment date. Except as provided in paragraph 22 below, all new entitlements become eligible for a possible adjustment, if applicable, on the annual adjustment date next following their effective date, at which time any adjustment due is pro-rated according to the period since separation. For example, a cost-of-living increase assumed to apply on 1 April 2001, would increase benefits by:

- The entire percentage of increase for separations before April 2000;
- 11/12 of the increase for separations in the month of April 2000;
- 10/12 of the increase for separations in the month of May 2000;
- 9/12 of the increase for separations in the month of June 2000;
- 8/12 of the increase for separations in the month of July 2000;
- 7/12 of the increase for separations in the month of August 2000;
- 6/12 of the increase for separations in the month of September 2000;
- 5/12 of the increase for separations in the month of October 2000;
- 4/12 of the increase for separations in the month of November 2000;
- 3/12 of the increase for separations in the month of December 2000;
- 2/12 of the increase for separations in the month of January 2001;
- 1/12 of the increase for separations in the month of February 2001;
- 0 per cent for separations after February 2001.
22. If an adjustment is made on a semi-annual basis in accordance with paragraph 19 above, the pro-rating of the new entitlements referred to in paragraph 21 above is made over a six-month period. A cost-of-living increase assumed to apply on 1 October 2001, for example, would increase benefits by:

- The entire percentage of increase for separations before April 2001;
- 5/6 of the increase for separations in the month of April 2001;
- 4/6 of the increase for separations in the month of May 2001;
- 3/6 of the increase for separations in the month of June 2001;
- 2/6 of the increase for separations in the month of July 2001;
- 1/6 of the increase for separations in the month of August 2001;
- 0 per cent for separations after August 2001.

I. PAYMENT OF THE BENEFIT

23. Where a beneficiary resides in a country other than the United States, the determination of the amount of the periodic benefit payable in a given month is made as follows:

The dollar amount as initially determined under subparagraph 5(a) above and then adjusted under section H above, is converted to the local currency equivalent by using the exchange rate in effect for the month preceding the calendar quarter of that payment. The resultant amount is compared to the local currency amount as initially determined under subparagraph 5(b) above and then adjusted under section H above. Except as provided in paragraph 25 below, the beneficiary is entitled, until the next quarter, to the greater of the local currency amount or the local currency equivalent of the dollar amount, subject to a maximum of: (a) 120 per cent of the local currency amount with respect to benefits payable on account of separations or deaths in service before 1 July 1995 and other benefits derived therefrom; (b) 110 per cent of the local currency amount with respect to benefits payable on account of separations or deaths in service on or after 1 July 1995 and other benefits derived therefrom.

24. No change is made in the two amounts during the months within each quarter. Thus, changes in the exchange rate within a quarter are ignored for all purposes, irrespective of the currency of payment chosen under article 47 of the Regulations, and no retroactive adjustment is made.

25. An exception to the rule outlined in paragraph 24 above may be made if certain events (e.g., sudden redenomination of a currency or a very high rate of inflation) result in a real loss of purchasing power of more than 20 per cent in the beneficiary's benefit.

26. (a) For countries where the application of the local-currency track would lead to aberrant results, with wide fluctuations depending on the precise commencement date of the underlying benefit entitlement, establishment of a local currency base amount in accordance with section C may be discontinued by the Chief Executive Officer of the Pension Fund. In such cases, the Chief Executive Officer shall duly inform the Board or the Standing Committee of this action, as soon as feasible.
(b) Aberrant results in (a) above may be due, *inter alia*, to:

(i) Very high inflation rate and an exchange rate which either remained fixed or whose fluctuation was very limited in relation to the level of the inflation rate;

(ii) The 36-month average of exchange rates covered different currency units or included a currency unit that was no longer applicable;

(iii) Substantial depreciation of the local currency, combined with non-existent, inconsistent or outdated information on the movement of the country's consumer price index.

(c) For countries where up-to-date CPI data is not available, after examining possible alternative sources of cost-of-living data and taking into account the particular circumstances of the beneficiaries residing in those countries, the application of the local currency track may be suspended; such suspensions shall apply only prospectively, with due notice given to the beneficiaries concerned.

J. DEFERRED RETIREMENT BENEFIT

27. (a) For participants whose date of separation was before 31 December 1989, no adjustment shall be applied to deferred retirement benefits prior to the beneficiary's reaching age 50. Commencing at age 50 or the date of separation, if later, the base dollar pension under subparagraph 5(a) above is adjusted by the United States CPI in accordance with section H above, without retroactive effect. The two-track adjustment system becomes operative on the date of commencement of the payment of the periodic benefit. At that time a local currency base amount is established by applying to the adjusted dollar amount the average exchange rate over the 36 consecutive months up to and including the month of first payment.

(b) For participants separating from service on or after 31 December 1989, no adjustment shall be applied to deferred retirement benefits prior to the beneficiary's reaching age 55. Commencing at age 55 or the date of separation, if later, the adjustment procedures set out in (a) above shall be applied to the deferred retirement benefits.

K. SURVIVORS' BENEFITS

28. Benefits payable to survivors are established at the time of the survivor's entitlement. The starting point is the notional or adjusted pension immediately prior to the participant's date of death, with due allowance for any pension previously commuted.

L. FLAT-RATE BENEFITS

29. The initial amount of each flat-rate benefit shall be determined on the basis of its "real" value in United States dollar terms by applying to it the movement of the United States CPI since 1 January 1973 (the date on which adjustments were first applied to the dollar amounts specified in the Regulations for these benefits).
30. Until satisfactory proof is submitted to show in which country the beneficiary is residing and other required formalities are completed, only the dollar amount of the pension (determined as in section C and adjusted as described in sections E and H above) is paid. If such proof is provided within six months from the date of entitlement, the local currency base amount is computed from that date, with retroactive adjustment if it results in a greater benefit. However, if proof of residence is not provided within six months from the date of entitlement, the local currency base amount becomes payable only as from the first day of the quarter following acceptance of such proof, with no retroactive adjustment.

N. COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE

31. (a) A beneficiary may at any time submit proof of residence in the country of his or her choice. Such proof must be in a form acceptable to the Pension Fund. Once proof of residence has been accepted, payment of the benefit is made in accordance with the procedures described in sections I and M above. A beneficiary who subsequently relocates may change his or her country of residence by submitting satisfactory proof of residence in the new country, but no request for a change of the country of residence will be accepted unless it is accompanied by satisfactory proof of relocation.

(b) Reversion to the United States dollar entitlement alone may be permitted on a case-by-case basis for beneficiaries who, for compelling personal reasons, move from a high-cost to a low-cost country after having provided proof of residence, subject to the following conditions:

(i) The move was to the country of nationality of the beneficiary or of a family member, or to the country of a former duty station of the retiree, or was due to other personal and compelling reasons; and

(ii) The beneficiary had been on the two-track system for a minimum period of one year before the submission of the request for such reversion.

32. If a beneficiary changes his country of residence and provides satisfactory proof to that effect, then, starting on the first day of the quarter following arrival in the new country of residence, his or her local currency amount is recomputed as if he or she had always resided in the new country of residence. All changes in country of residence must be reported promptly, i.e., no later than six months from the date of arrival, and satisfactory proof of residence in the new country has to be provided as in section M above. If such proof is not provided within six months from the date of arrival, the local currency amount is nevertheless recomputed as if the beneficiary had always resided in the new country of residence, but it becomes effective only as from the first day of the quarter following acceptance of such proof, with no retroactive adjustment, except that the Fund has the right to recover excess benefit payments made if it is found that the benefit payments since the date of arrival in the new country would have been lower if the change had been reported on a timely basis.
33. The 1.5 percentage point reductions referred to in paragraph 20 above shall also be applied, on the occasion of the first adjustments due after 1 January 1985, to both the dollar and the local currency amounts of the benefits of existing beneficiaries, except for benefits whose dollar base amounts had been established under either the minimum provisions of the Regulations or under section E above. Beneficiaries under section F above shall also be excluded from these reductions.

34. Existing beneficiaries, who were in receipt of a benefit on 1 January 1985 and who had submitted, prior to that date, satisfactory proof of residence in countries other than the United States, will remain entitled to the United States dollar amount of their benefits as at 31 December 1984, notwithstanding the limitation specified in paragraph 23 above. However, in the event of a subsequent upward adjustment, the United States dollar amount of their benefits shall be subject to the said limitation.\(^3\)

P. INTERIM AND TRANSITIONAL MEASURES FOR CALCULATION OF THE LOCAL CURRENCY BASE AMOUNT

35. For countries where the 36-month average exchange rate under subparagraph 5(b)(iii) showed an overall decline during the years 1986 and 1987, the local currency base amount for certain participants in the Professional and higher categories, who separated or died in service during the years 1987 through 1990, shall not be less than the amount derived by applying, to the dollar base amount in subparagraph 5(a), the average monthly ratio between the local currency base amount and the dollar base amount during 1987. For each such country, the ratio for each month in 1987 shall be determined by dividing the local currency base amount derived from subparagraph 5(b) by the dollar base amount derived from subparagraph 5(a), for a participant at grade P-4, step XII, retiring with twenty years of contributory service who becomes entitled to a retirement benefit as of the first day of the month following his retirement.

36. The amount derived under paragraph 35 shall be applicable:

(a) To the benefits of participants who separated from service, or died in service, during the years 1988, 1989 or 1990, and to survivors' and other benefits derived therefrom, except for deferred retirement benefits and survivors' and other benefits derived therefrom;

(b) To the benefits of participants who separated from service, or died in service, during the year 1987 and to survivors' and other benefits derived therefrom, except for early retirement and deferred retirement benefits and survivors' and other benefits derived therefrom, provided that any adjustment hereunder shall be payable only as from 1 January 1988.

37. Participants in the Professional and higher categories, who separated from service or died in service between 1 January 1991 and 31 March 1992, and who were age 55 or above on 31 December 1990, shall be entitled to no less than the local currency base amount to which they would have become entitled under paragraphs 35 and 36 above, if they had separated on 31 December 1990, at the age and with the final average remuneration and contributory service attained on that date.
38. (a) For countries where a new currency unit was introduced on or after 1 January 1990 which represented, at the time of its introduction, an increase in the value of the local currency, in relation to the United States dollar, of at least 100 per cent, the local currency base amount under, paragraph 5(b)(iii) above shall be determined in the following manner:

(i) For beneficiaries separating before or during the month of introduction of the new currency unit: by applying to the dollar base amount, as adjusted under section H above to the date of introduction of the new local currency unit, the United Nations operational exchange rate in effect as of such date;

(ii) For beneficiaries separating after the end of the month of introduction of the new currency unit: by applying to the dollar base amount the average of the United Nations operational exchange rates for the new local currency unit over the period from the effective month of introduction of the new currency unit to the month of separation, up to a maximum of 36 months.

(b) This special measure shall apply to all beneficiaries who have provided, or will provide in future, proof of residence in a country which meets the criteria in (a) above.

(c) (i) The local currency base amount determined in accordance with (a)(i) above shall be adjusted by the consumer price index movement, in accordance with section H above, as from the date of introduction of the new currency unit;

(ii) The local currency base amount determined in accordance with (a)(ii) above shall be adjusted by the consumer price index movement, in accordance with section H above.

(d) The local currency amount calculated under this special measure will be paid only with effect from the first day of the quarter following submission of proof of residence, or in cases where proof of residence had been submitted earlier, as from the first day of the quarter following the date of introduction of the new local currency unit, with retroactive effect only as from 1 January 1996.

(e) Should the new local currency unit depreciate against the United States dollar by 50 per cent or more from its value on the date of introduction, beneficiaries covered by the special measure may exercise an option, within two years as from the date of implementation of the special measure, 1 January 1997, to withdraw their proof of residence and to have their pension benefits paid thereafter solely on the United States dollar track. Such reversion to the dollar track alone would be effective as from the first quarter following receipt by the Fund secretariat of the beneficiary's withdrawal of proof of residence.
Footnotes - Annex III

1/ In this annex, the term "beneficiary" is used to designate all persons entitled to receive periodic benefits under the Regulations of the Fund.

2/ The adjusted levels of the flat-rate benefits as of 1 April 2001, are found in the Fund’s Regulations.

3/ When the limitation specified in paragraph 23 above was introduced, effective 1 January 1985, the General Assembly decided by resolution 39/246 that beneficiaries who had submitted, before 1 January 1985, satisfactory proof of their residence outside the United States be given a one-time option, with a specified time-limit, to withdraw their proof of residence and thereby elect to have their benefit adjusted solely in accordance with the movement of the United States CPI as from 1 January 1985. Subsequently, the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board decided and reported thereon to the General Assembly in 1991 that the beneficiaries who were receiving, on 1 April 1991, less than the local currency equivalent of the dollar amount, because of the maximum payment provision under paragraph 23 above, should be given the option to move off the two-track system, prospectively.

4/ Under the interim and transitional measures, the corresponding minimum ratios between the applicable local currency and dollar base amounts are as follows: Afghanistan - 55; Austria - 17.63; Belarus - 0.765; Belgium - 51.12; Cuba - 0.863; Cyprus - 0.557; Czechoslovakia - 11.32; Democratic People's Republic of Korea - 2.37; Denmark - 9.21; Finland - 5.54; France and other French franc countries (French Guiana, Martinique and Monaco) - 7.86; Germany - 2.51; Guadeloupe - 7.87; Iran (Islamic Republic of) - 84.37; Ireland - 0.839; Italy - 1.668; Japan - 220; Jordan - 0.371; Kuwait - 0.294; Luxembourg - 51.12; Malta - 0.413; Mongolia - 3.42; Myanmar - 7.76; Netherlands - 2.83; New Caledonia - 141; Norway 7.90; Romania 12.94; Russian Federation - 0.765; Rwanda - 93; Sao Tome and Principe - 41.20; Seychelles - 6.61; Spain - 152.04; Sweden 7.74; Switzerland - 2.10; Ukraine - 0.765; United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland - 0.724; CFA franc countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Côte D'Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Mali, Niger, Senegal and Togo) - 394.
Appendix - Annex III

SPECIAL INDEX FOR PENSIONERS

PART A

The following is the procedure for adjusting cost-of-living differential factors applicable to retirees from the Professional and higher categories in countries where such factors are applied and where the rates of taxation are lower than the staff assessment rates applicable. Only one reduction factor shall be calculated for each country. National, state and local taxes applicable in the city having a headquarters or a regional office of one or more organizations of the common system shall be taken into account. If no organization of the common system has its headquarters or a regional office in a given country, then the national, state and local taxes applicable in the capital city shall be taken into account.

Step 1

(a) Calculate the staff assessment on the dollar base pension;
(b) Calculate the local currency base pension using an average of the exchange rates applicable over the previous 36 months;
(c) Calculate the local taxes on the local currency pension in (b) above;
(d) Convert the local taxes in (c) above into dollars using a 36-month average exchange rate;
(e) Compare the staff assessment in (a) above with the local taxes in dollars in (d). If the staff assessment is equal to or lower than the local taxes in dollars, no adjustment to the cost-of-living differential factor is necessary;
(f) Calculate the net pension after the application of local taxes, i.e., the dollar base pension less the tax amount in (d) above;
(g) Determine the cost-of-living differential factor which will give the net pension after the application of staff assessment equal to the amount in (f) above;
(h) The cost-of-living differential factor in (g) above represents the tax advantage factor. Subtract this tax advantage factor from the original cost-of-living differential factor to arrive at the revised cost-of-living differential factor;
(i) If the revised cost-of-living differential factor in (h) above equals 1.000, no further adjustment is necessary;

Step 2

(j) Calculate the gross pension using the cost-of-living differential factor in (h) above;
(k) Calculate the local taxes in dollars on the pension amount in (j) above, using the procedure outlined in (b) to (d) above;
(l) Compare the amount in (k) above with the staff assessment amount in (a) above. If the staff assessment in (a) is higher than or equal to the amount in (k), no further adjustment is necessary, and the tax advantage factor in (g) above is the reduction factor to be applied throughout the year;
(m) Calculate the net pension after the application of the local taxes corresponding to the cost-of-living differential factor in (h) above;

1Application of the Special Index for Pensioners was approved by the General Assembly by resolutions 37/126 and 37/131 effective 1 January 1983 and amended by resolution 39/246 effective 1 January 1985.
(n) Calculate the difference between the local tax amount in (k) above and the staff assessment amount in (a) above;
(o) Increase the net pension in (m) above by the amount of difference in (n) above;
(p) Determine the cost-of-living differential factor corresponding to the net pension after the application of the local taxes equal to the amount in (o) above. This is the cost-of-living differential factor for application at the duty station;
(q) Calculate the difference between the unadjusted cost-of-living differential factor and the cost-of-living differential factor calculated in (p) above. This is the reduction factor to be applied throughout the year.

PART B

The International Civil Service Commission agreed that in the use of the procedure outlined in part A the following criteria should apply:

(a) All calculations should be based on the pension amount of a retiree having a final average remuneration equal to that of P-2, top step;
(b) All calculations should be based on 20 years of contributory service;
(c) Staff assessment and tax amounts should be calculated at the dependency rates;
(d) Staff assessment should be used for the conversion of gross base pensions to their net equivalents;
(e) National (federal), state and local taxes should be taken into account for comparison with staff assessment;
(f) The reduction factor should be applied directly to the cost-of-living differential factors;
(g) The following procedures would be followed at the beginning of each year and thereafter:
   (i) Information on the rates of national taxation would be collected for all countries where the cost-of-living differential factors are applied;
   (ii) Reductions, if any, based thereon would be applied throughout the year.

The General Assembly approved that no reduction factor should be applied to retirees from the General Service and related categories.

PART C

The Board decided that the following procedures will be applied to existing pensioners:

(a) The local currency base amount of the existing pensions on which cost-of-living differential factors were applied will be recomputed;
(b) The reduction factors will be applied to the existing benefits which commenced during the period from 1 January 1978 to 31 December 1980 in accordance with the same procedure detailed in paragraph 26 of annex V to the Board's report to the General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session\(^2\) in 1980;
(c) The same reduction factors will also be applied to benefits whose payment commenced during the period from 1 January 1981 to 31 December 1984;

(d) The resulting revised local currency amount will then be adjusted from the date of the commencement of payment to 1 January 1985 in accordance with the movement of the consumer price index (CPI) in the country of residence. No retroactive adjustment will be made for the period between the date entitlement began and 1 January 1985, but the reduced local currency amount will become effective from 1 January 1985.

***
NOTE A

UNJSPF EMERGENCY FUND*

1. General Introduction

The Emergency Fund is financed from the assets of the UNJSPF and voluntary contributions, and is utilized to provide financial assistance to beneficiaries who are currently receiving a periodic benefit from the Fund. It is intended to provide relief in individual cases of proven hardship owing to illness, infirmity or similar cases, including funeral arrangements. It is not intended to supplement pensions that may be considered insufficient, whether due to general or local economic situations or limited contributory service. Also, the Emergency Fund cannot be utilized as a source for loans, scholarships or further education for the retiree or his/her beneficiaries, home building/purchase or improvements (unless justified for medical reasons), or for dowry or wedding expenses. Applications are examined without a rigid set of rules, and attention is paid to a number of factors such as age, number of years of contributory service, amount of the UNJSPF benefit, the country in which the pensioner resides, availability of insurance, other possible sources of income and/or assistance and the circumstances surrounding the expenditures. There is no formal means test and much flexibility is exercised as to which applicants receive assistance from the Emergency Fund.

2. Procedures for Dealing with Cases

(a) In the case of the United Nations and its family of entities (e.g. UNDP, UNICEF, and UNHCR), requests are submitted directly to the Fund in New York/Geneva since the Fund serves as the Staff Pension Committee for the United Nations. In the case of the other member organizations, whenever possible, requests are submitted through the secretaries of local staff pension committees on behalf of their former staff or the latter’s survivors. The secretaries examine the request, provide information on the nature of the emergency, the after-service medical insurance coverage, the proportion of the expenditures covered by that insurance or that would have been covered if coverage had been provided, the circumstances surrounding the hardship experienced by the beneficiary and any other relevant facts which might be ascertained. In many cases a beneficiary chooses not to participate in ASHI (After Service Health Insurance) because of coverage by other insurance schemes; in such case, information is sought on the reimbursement provided elsewhere.

(b) If a beneficiary who was formerly with one of the member organizations of the Fund (other than the UN) writes directly to the Fund, the matter is referred, in the first instance, to the secretary of the relevant staff pension committee for clarification and further information along the lines indicated in (a) above.

* This note provides information on the general principles for the operation and application of the Emergency Fund. It is not in any way a detailed, precise formulation of the regulations and rules.
All requests should be accompanied by substantiating documentation; in cases involving medical expenses, that documentation must include a medical statement regarding the nature of the illness, the type and cause of treatment provided by the physician and/or hospital, and proof of the expenditures and payment for each. If the request has been channeled through the secretary of a staff pension committee, certain documentation can sometimes be waived as it will already have been verified and approved by the organization’s health insurance scheme. UN family cases are similarly referred to the UN Insurance Section.

Documentation not already evaluated through a medical insurance procedure is forwarded to the Medical Director of the United Nations for advice and evaluation in his/her capacity as Medical Consultant to the Pension Board, or, as the case may be, to the Joint Medical Service in Geneva.

Other entities, such as retiree associations or social service agencies sometimes present requests on behalf of beneficiaries. For example, a number of cases have been submitted by AFICS affiliated associations on behalf of some of their members. Wherever possible, such organizations assist in obtaining the required substantiating documentation. (Requests for assistance emanating from Europe, Africa and the Middle East shall generally be handled by the Fund’s Geneva office, acting in coordination with the central secretariat in New York as required.)

Cases involving expenses other than medical are similarly evaluated in the light of all the evidence provided.

3. Types of Expenditure Covered by Emergency Fund Assistance

The types of expenditures considered for possible assistance from the Emergency Fund can be grouped roughly into the following categories:

(a) A. Medical Expenditures

To the extent that they are not covered by any insurance:

(i) Direct Medical costs: physicians’ fees, medication, hospital costs, surgery, and diagnostic and laboratory fees;

(ii) Other Medical costs, such as: wheelchairs, prosthetic devices or equipment;

(iii) Service costs, such as: nursing and/or domestic assistance for a period required for convalescence or, in certain circumstances, on a continuing basis;

(iv) Certain Transportation costs: emergency ambulance costs to and from the hospital where treatment took place. If a specific medical service is not available in the city where the applicant resides, assistance may be provided towards the cost of transportation between the city of residence and the nearest location where appropriate treatment can be provided;

(v) Dental treatment: that is essential for health reasons and not merely for cosmetic purposes;

(vi) Medical costs for eye treatment: including the cost of eyeglasses, but not of expensive frames obtained for cosmetic purposes.
B. Funeral Expenses

Assistance may be provided in hardship cases towards funeral expenses for immediate dependent relatives. The present ceiling for reimbursement, which reflects the movement of the United States Cost-of-Living Index from 1974 (when this assistance was added to costs that could be reimbursed) to 2001, is $932.

C. Other Expenditures

Other emergencies that do not fall into the above categories but which may create hardship can also be considered. Regional disasters creating hardship should first be directed to international disaster relief organizations and/or local authorities. The following are examples of such cases:

(i) Removal costs due to an emergency that may have been caused by the destruction of living quarters by fire or flood, for example, or a change of residence on medical grounds, provided that detailed documentation with regard to the expenses involved is submitted;

(ii) Temporary shelter needed because of the destruction of and/or major damage to living quarters, and replacement of a minimum of household effects in the case of fire, or natural disasters;

(iii) Repair or changing of heating furnace in order to avoid a hazardous health situation;

(iv) While there is no provision for rental subsidies as such, assistance may be provided in certain cases when pensioners must spend time residing in an assisted living facility or nursing home. Coverage of this service must be fully documented and the facility must provide a breakdown of expenses. In this connection, expenditures that are not “medically-related” and are not covered by health insurance, such as telephone calls, TV rental, etc. are not considered for reimbursement.

Further General Information

Requests falling under any of the general headings in section 3 above may be considered; however, assistance is not automatically granted either in full or in part and all relevant factors are to be taken into account in reaching a decision in a particular ease. All possibilities of obtaining assistance from other sources are also explored; while flexibility is essential in operating the Emergency Fund, the latter should not be used to relieve other organizations, institutions or governments of their legal and moral obligations. Beneficiaries may also be given the address of the local AFICS, since the retiree organizations are sometimes able to assist when the UNJSPF cannot.

Generally, the Emergency Fund is not be used to pay premiums to health insurance schemes, as member organizations should fulfill all their obligations towards their former staff members in providing necessary coverage. However, requests for assistance in medical emergencies from those who have no medical insurance, or from those who have such insurance
but who, for various reasons, are suffering hardship in trying to cover the proportion not reimbursed by insurance, can be reviewed.
NOTE B

LIST OF TRANSFER AGREEMENTS CONCLUDED BY THE UNJSPF
UNDER ARTICLE 13 OF THE REGULATIONS

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (terminated)
International Monetary Fund
Asian Development Bank
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Inter American Development Bank
Government of Canada (terminated)
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (suspended)
Government of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (suspended)
Government of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic (suspended)
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
European Union
European Free Trade Association
European Space Agency
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
World Trade Organization
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